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CigNC3U JIVALENTS

CFA Franc (CFAF)

A f ixed paity exists tween the CFA and the Frch

Tie CFA franc floats against the dollar. Between February 12,
1973 and the end of November 1973, the rate has fluctuated as
follows:

US$ I- CFAF 205-230

Throughout this report the following rates have been used for
the conversion of CFA francs into US dollars and vice versa:

1968 and earlier years: US$ I - CFAF 247
1969: US$ 1 - CFAF 256
1970: US$ 1 = CFAF 278
1971: US$ 1 - CFAF 272
1972: US$ 1 - CFAF 256
1973: US$ 1 - CFAF 230

WEIGHT AND MEASURES

I Metric Ton (t) - 2,205 lbs.
1 Kilogram (kg) w 2.2 lbs.
1 Kilometer (km) - 0.62 mile
1 Meter (m) - 3.28 feet
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The e this appendix is to demonstrate in a seific

nex a uposed method ;ogy for the economic analysis of

j Te appendix presents estimates of the required country para-

tso Ivy Coast and applies the results to three project-

werc approved by the Bank for Ivory Coast.

Te preseation groups the estimation results into three main

categories: Parts II and III derive all the main shadow prices (except

Sshadow wage rate) required for analysis, Part II presenting those

enimates which are necessary for efficiency pricing (i.e., the conversion

actors and the marginal productivity of capital) and Part III the additional

estimates required for social pricing, (i.e., the consumption rate of

interest, the distribution weights, the value of public income, and the

accounting rate of interest). In Part IV we present estimates of four

shadow wage rates for Ivory Coast. In view of the overlap in analytical

aguments needed to derive the efficiency and social pricing compo nts of

the shadow wage rates, it proved convenient to discuss them jointly, Part V

concludes the appendix by applying the national parameters and the shadow

wage rates to three projects in order to illustrate the implications of the

proposed methodology for project selection.

3 Like any desk study this one suffers from shortcomings which might

hOve been corrected with more direct exposure to country information and

access to original material in the country itself. Nevertheless, the

present study shows that the proposed shadow pricing methodology can be



emented in a speific country context, and that it offers a reasonable

si~c nwrk for assessing the tradeoff between growth and

proen eletio . Te inomto no sicreased

npos mUe no, but it does not appear to go far beyond what a

ous apli catio of conventional cost-benefit analysis would r quire

he co unry and projecL economists.

hefore orzecding to a detailed discussion of the shadow price

et~':he next 11 paragraphs present in summary form the main results.

Paragraphs r to 12 outline the shadow price estimates and paras. 12 to 16

describe the project evaluation results. The more detailed analysis is

eontained in paras. 17 to 40 for the efficiency prices, paras. 41 to 76

fc the additional parameters required for social pricing, and paras. 77

102 for the project evaluations.

Table 1 illustrates the main estimates for the efficiency and social

component of shadow prices. For all conversion factors it was found that

reliance on simple estimation formulae may lead to misleading resuits, unless

the appropriate formula is chosen carefully in line with the conditions

prevailing in a specific country. Where possible, one should avoid having

rely on the simplified formula, but should instead estimate the necessary

spending propensitieCs for individual commodity groups entering the conversion

factor. The standard conversion factor may be regarded as the inverse of

a shadow exchange rate (SER) so that the above estimate of 0.83 implies a

SER of 1.2 times the official exchange rate.

6. Two alternative estimation approaches were used for the marginal

productivity of capital (q): The macro-economic approach utilizing aggregative



1: Sumry of Country Parameters

rameter Case 1 Case 2 Paras,

ard Co Factor 0.83 0.83

ers;ion Factor for Consumption Goods 0.84 0.84

Covers ion Fac tor for Capital Goods 0.90 0.90
1 /

Cvri o F a ctorL for Construction 0.73 0.73

arginal Product of Capital (%) 10 10

0.5 1.0

5.0 7.5

Growth rate of per Capita Consumption (%) 3.3 3.3

3.35 4.20

Suimnary Distribution Measure (D) 0.91 1.00

0.4-0.5 0.4-o.5

Value of public income 2.5 1.7

Noe 7.4 8.5

Nc~eo 1/ Assuming labor is shadow priced at the value of the SCF.



uvsten and emoyment data, and the micro-economic approach,

dn s iormaciorn ard industry profit data. There is g-ood

uv o , e the lactr probably somewhat underestimates it; on

s iy ran for q appeared to be between 8" azr '

neral ;alue of 10%.

Trning thien to the social pricing parameters, the objective

unrction pa rameters, n (the elasticity of marginal utility with respect to

C's uIption), and p (the rate of pure time preference) were derived

t r with the consumption rate of interest (CRI) by reviewing the

po-cy directions of the Ivorian government. Two cases of possible para-

e combinations were accepted for further work:

Case 1: n = 0.5, and CRI = 5.0%

Case 2: n = 1.0, and CRI = 7.5%

Given a growth rate of 3.3% for per capita consumption, the implied values

are 3.4 % for Case I and 4.2 % for Case 2. Case I represents govern-

nai value judgements which attribute a high priority to fast -row, ad

a low priority to income distribution. In Case 2 moderate emphasis is placed

both objectives. The former case was judged to represent more closely

the attitudes of the Ivorian government, and was the one most consistent

with che evidence available on the critical consumption level.

8, Given these parameters, one can estimate the marginal distribution

wce ight s, d, for different consumption groups in the Ivory Coast, and the

sunmary distribution measure (D). The latter was estimated to be



Cas 2: D=10

e incoe (v) was dduced frol th au of

i ass mptio thIat pubiic income is allocated o ptopimally

ete css-ch ecke againstan
wn critial consumption level (CC) On the basis Of t
the following values for v were accepted for further work:

ase v =.3 (implyiig a CCL of CFAF 15,414 at approximately

the 3th percentile)

Case 2 V 1. (implying a CCL of CFAF 47,987 at approximately

the 45th percentile)

Sinally, the accounting rate of interest (ARI) was estimated as
internal social rate of return on the marginally-acceptable public

project:

Case 1: ARI = 7.4%;

Case 2: ARI = 8.5%

P ne estimates of the ARI are based on a value of s = 0.5, wer (1-s) is

prvaie marginal propensity to consume ouL of total returns on Lhe

marginally-actble project.

'able 2 presents estimates of shadow wage rates (SWR) for different
e of labor. The shadow wage for urban unskilled labor is based on the

asu mption that the urban rate of unemployment remains constant because of
itS;role as an eui-Libriating mechanism. It follows that the SWR must allow



1s who10 move to the urban sector in response to the

owever, even adowing for migration, the SWR is still

Table 2: Shdow a Rates

t cency Cae ase 2

s leLabor 0.31 0.60 0.59

lnon-Ivor ian Ar ican Labor
) Regional Stracegy 0.33 0.50 0.02

1_ National Strategy 0.40 0.90 0.90

_. or rural non-Ivorian African labor depends on one: her or

not benefits accruing to non-Ivorian labor are valued in the same way as

benefits accruing to Ivorian labor. If they are (i.e., the government

adopts a regional strategy) then the SWR is consistently lower than if they

are not assigned any value (i.e., the government adopt s a nation p y

For other types of labor (e.g., skilled and rural Ivorian unski lied) the rio 1

w is set equal to the SCF on the grounds that the relevant labor markets are

Lperting renab ly L iciently so that the oniy ad1 us Lment invle t-ras-

foring wages in domestic terms into their equivalent in terms of the value

of foreign exchange. Finally, for non-African expatriate labor the ratio of

the shadow wage to the actual wage falls between SCF (= 0.83) and unity,

depending on the proportion of income that is repatriated.



r dier eo es were sejected to illustrate the impact

!chen met o gy under a ifferent circumstances. Given the ex-post

e t and Pit p o of illustrating the

ch pt projects, a number oe 

rlatio~ irseo~ to Lhe conversion procedure used to con vert cost

ef c aeam rom domestic int.o foreign terms, and sec

albtuioEofbeiit<amon the bs. However, the rst of

nayi is judged to reflect the directions and the approximate degree

fnange introduced by the application of the new methodology. Table 3

r nts the main results which are then reviewed briefly in the following

e paragraphs.

Tabie 3: Results of Project Appraisals

Internal Rate of Return ~
Grand Bereby 1/
Rubber Estate 

CocoaProject Third Highway Project Project
Routine Betterment

Maintenance Works

.5, CRI=5%, ARIT =7.4% 12.8 )7.1 -1.7 21. 3
Case 2
n-1.0, CRI=7.5%,ARI=8.5% 14.6 > 100 26.2 25.1

n__as e
n, CRI = .10.0 13.4 > 100 > 50 23.8

BankAPuraisal

n=0, CR= q = 10-12% 13.2 > 50 50 19.9

J/ In .lne with the Bank appraisal, the results for this project assume thatthe government adopts the regional strategy,



The Grand Bereby Rubber Estate Project which was marginal under

Ban conoimic justification methods easily passes dhe rate of

e propose meodo . The mne r

a the roject involves almost exclusively public sector costs

Thus larger proportion of project returns ge

venmen K tlan in the hypothetical marginL ape cct, whic

- he -off rate of return. The study also shows the impact on

1e rate of return of using alternative SWR assumptions for the non-African

1ral labor com enIt,.

Rates of return for the Third Highway Project were substantially

reduced by applying the proposed methodology. For one of the components

(road betterment) the rate of return actually falls below the ARI, given

ae I a iumptions. The attractiveness of the project is reduced because

nearIy all benefits of the project are assumed to accrue to the private

sector in proportion to the existing income distribution. If one allows

icr saving, and/or a better income distribution impact (since the project
takes place mainly in the rural, poorer areas of the country), te pojctsm

remain acceptable (although at reduced rates or return) under all alternative

1ses here consLidered. Thus the review of this project brougtt into the

foreground ihe potential. importance of allowing for the savings coiponent

.n private benefits, and the need to specify carefully the income levels of

expected beneficiaries.

16.. The application of the proposed methodology to the Cocoa Project

only slightly changed the absolute level of the rate of return to this project,

although it improved somewhat relative to the ARI. The explanation is that the



jDe close to the critical consumption

at th et benefit from te project is assigned the same value

income- ip ctf so cal pricing on the rate of reCtrn is

or the Rubbr iroject and the Cocoa project,
rent reaisonis. In Lhe Rulbber Project it is due to nearly all

sCe s ost being pbi-"" c2; in Cocoa projc ' - iti

bes Lls to the critical consumption leel at

p T Che aoreign cxchange cost of privace benefits (i.e., consumption)

exactly oife by the social benefit of the same, so that one nay proceed

a benefits accrue to the public sector. This underscores the

c under the new methodology of giving greater consideration to the

ncome and consumption effects of the project than in the past.



esua 'th ~cnversion faOco for cosupion

sthe tandard Conversion Factor, SCF (paras. 25-27); the

vso ctor for ca a good (paras. 28); and tle coe na

A a s i p ont , the general formula for conversion factors is

in Appendix I, para. 22, as

F = a{A/p~ 
1

thwe a. is the proportion of marginal expenditure devoted to the j$
odity, = 1, is the shadow price and p the market price of the

- omimoail ty. If one may assume that export demand and import suply are
1/

intinitely elastic; that marginal changes in expenditure on non-tradables
2/

:an be neglected; and that all income elasticities of spending are: unity

ad (or) the relative size of the average (marginal) propensitis to spend

on importables and on exportables are approximately reflected by the relative

size of imports and exports, equation (1) reduces to the simple formiula

(Annex, para. 15)

M +X (2)
M(1+t ) + X(l-t )

-_-_m x

This assumption will be further discussed and relaxed below.

2/ This assumption is justified if either a. for non-tradables is small,or if A /p for non-tradables is approxilately equal to the conversionfactor.



e tn . . value imports (f.o.b. value of exports) and

e e x on import(exports). Alternatively, if one may

S nics for impoart comoities are all unity the formula

or te cnvesio acor becoes

since the exportable terms drop out of equation (2), and the importable

tem cancel.

1/9 1When these special assumptions are abandoned, the marginal pro-

penites tC consume exportables and importables have to be estimated.

r data for direct estimates are not available, income elasticities and

ave: rage propensities to spend can be used instead to estimate marginal

propensities. In any case, since marginal and average propensities can be

measured directly only in domestic price terms, adjustments must be made to

transform them into foreign currency terms. Noting that

E .APC,
J - ~(4)

ZE.APC.
' I

l is the income elasticity, and APC is the average Propensity to

1/ Marginal changes in expenditure on non-tradables continue to be neglected,
except in the case of the conversion factor for capital goods, where
construction is taken into consideration.



on h ucmmodity, equat"on (1) may be written as

e APCc APC

E APC + APC(5)mi ml x* x

ere i m n xrfe to importable and exot) ere2

j is the basic equation used below except that it is

modiiLed to account Ior less than infinite demand elasticities of

ho commodities in whiich Ivory Coast contributes a major share of total

l trade, i-e., coffee, cocoa, and wood. For these exportables the border
2/orices in equation (5) have to be replaced by marginal revenue products.

rf estirmatjn marginal revenue products separately, one can assume that

_he export duties levied by Ivory Coast on these commodities are optimal and

that thereiore the duties equal the inverse of the export demand elasticities.

As a result domestic prices may be used instead of border prices in equation
3/

(5) for these exportables.

For a detailed derivation of equation (5) :c LU : \
asc udyof Shadow Pricing, IBRD, Office of the Vice Pre I' - t, t r nAfrica Region, mimeo, p. 2.

2 Distribution effects of relative price changes are here neglected.

3 A further possible modification is the disaggrega t ion of impor lows r
source, considering separately imports from Eruopean countries, and thosefrom non-European countries. This allows explicitly for the preferenctiaJtrading practices between the Ivory Coast and the European countries (inparticular the EEC). It was found, however,that the effect on the con-version factors is negligible; see Linn, pp. 3, 8. Note also that equation(5) assumes that the Ivorian government will continue its existing patternof mutual trade preferences with the EEC: and that the Ivorian Balance ofpayments is in long-term equilibrium and that therefore no devaluationwill take place in the forseeable future,



r s iac tor tor oumption (Q). From import and export

r; a . overthe years 1968 to 1972 (Table 4) one can estimate the

torn goods from equao ti on 2, awum

1/
at tLui m ae aif2 on iports is 25% and the average exporti ut :15%

u ieconversion factor is 1.03. Alternatively, if one assumes that

aI exportIaes are exported and all imorta imported 2u n 3) the

coersionl facLobecomes 0.80.

Table 4: Imports and Exports of Consumption Goods
(CFAF Billions)

5-Year
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 Average

a!
mot rts (M/)- 28.8 29.3 36.6 38.2 40.5 34.7

b /
Exports (X- 70.1 73.7 90.2 85.9 85.1 81.0

Sources: a/ CESP, Table 3.3 (Animals and Animal Products, Plant Products,
Processed Food Products, Paper and Paper Products, Textiles,
Cars), where CESP stands for IBRD, Current Economic Situation
and Prospects of the Ivory Coast, December 1973 (Green Cover),
Report No. 196-IVC.

b/ CESP, Table 2.2 (Coffee, Instant Coffee, Cocoa, Coco Products,
Bananas, Pineapples and Pineapple Products, Cola Nuts Palm
Oil and Kernels, Cotton and Cotton Products).

2. For the more complex estimation procedure (equation 5), consider

first the import side. Using 1970 data from the input-output table presented

in the Ivorian Five-Year Plan 1971-1975, tariff rates were estimated for

individual commodity groups by dividing tariff revenue by import value for

1/ These average tariff rates were derived from a rough inspection of the
tariff structure and a judgement of the country economist; they are
not directly related to the more detailed tariff estimates presented
below.



ch u Avera g( expenditure proensities for importables were also

re rom the in-output ashe e siare of expenditure on a particular

ro u n ol ependiure The elasticities were di F rom

xsurveyof rural famili es in the South- t Region

Iory,, Coast, performec i 1964/65 (Table 5 summarizes the compu-

tation ol the importables)

On h.e export sile, export duty rates wrere determined

bajor export commodities from inspection of the Tariff Code, while the

average propensity to consume and the income elasticities were derived

from the above mpertioned expenditure survey. Input-output data could not be

used for this purpose, since they are not detailed enough, and since they

do not specify revenues from export duties by commodity group. Table 6

su-mmarize;s the export data. Note that it is assumed that coffee, instant

coffee, cocoa, cocoa products, and wood face an inelastic foreign demand;

and that for most of the export products the average propensity to consume

is zero or negligible. The main exceptions are wood, bananas, and cotton,

with the last one having the largest overall weight.

24. Using these import and export data the conversion factor fi:rm

equation (5) was computed to be 0.838, which we may round off to 0.84.

Comparing these resuts with the conversion factors estimated from the simp

formulae (para. 18), it appears that in the case of the Ivory Coast the

1/ Using an expenditure survey of rural households in the South-East Regionof Ivory Coast as an alternative data source for average propensities
and income elasticities, a conversion factor of 0.836 was derived; seeLinn, p. 8. Considering that both data sources lead to the same (roundedoff) result, one can infer that rural and national conversion factors forconsumption are approximately equal.



Table 5: Cortation ofMargina1 i L

Final Ccnsuotion Tata Domesi ses

Tariff rate- t/ -%7-

Animals (and Products) 2.3 23.6 0.8 18.88 18.46 16 0 1
Industrial Agriculture 44.5 1.2 0.9 1.08 1.75 3. 0
Fishing 3.1 3.3 0.5 1.65 1.60 2.1 0 5 3 1.02
Grains and Flower 6.4 5.7 0.5 2.85 2.68 .1 0.5 2.0 1.93
Cans, Tea, Coffee, Cocoa 42.8 1.2 1.0 1.20 0.8 0.7 1.0 0 0.
Drinks, etc. 127.2 5.3 1.0 5.30 2.33 3.3 1.0 3, 1.45Other Food 44.9 4.9 0.5 2.45 1.69 3.3 0.5 1 . 1.14
Energy, Water 0.5 4.8 1.5 7.20 7.16 7.8 1,. 8,8 8,8
Extractive Activities 8.3 0.2 1.5 0.30 0.28 0.1 1.0 01 0
Metals 25.6 0.0 1.9 0.0 0.00 1.8 1,2 2. 1,72Construction materials 15.8 0.0 1.9 0.0 0.00 1.8 1.2 2.'c 1,87
Fertilizer 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.3 1.2 0.36 0.00Chemicals and Rubber 32.8 3.8 1.5 5.70 4.29 3.6 1.2 4.32 2.25Wood Products 42.8 1.2 1,5 1.80 1.26 2.1 1.2 2.52 1.76
Vehicle Assembly and Repair 25.6 4.1 2.0 8.20 6.53 5.5 .1 6. 4.82
Mechanical and Electr.Prod. 24.7 4.6 1.5 6.90 5.53 5.6 . 9. 7.63Textiles 35.6 13.5 1.3 17.55 12.94 10.0 1.3 13 9.59Leather and Shores 38.9 2.2 1.3 2.86 2.06 1,4 1.3 1.2 1.31Fats 17.7 2.3 1.0 2.30 1.95 2.1 1.0 2-1 1.78Rubber and Plastic Prod. 47.2 1.h 1.5 2.10 1.43 1.6 1.2 1.9' 1.30Various Ind. Products 30.9 2.5 1.5 3.75 2.86 3.0 2 3 0 2.75Totals 92.07 74.82 8321. 66.56

Notes: - 1/ Final Consumpotion plus intermediate uses.
Sources: a) Input -utput Table for 19'7 rom Cote d'lvoir.e, Plan inuennaa,1971-75, pp. obtain ratio of

tariff revenue over ipr for each commodity group.
b) ibid; obta ined y ta ki -n r i of final (or toa domestic) uses 'Der como0dit cvr al

(domestic) uses.
c) SEDES, Leo-n dS t e dgts Familiau, Paris 1967; these are elastic stimates on household

ex-enditure data for iffent income groups.
d) for item 1- 17-19,whr a9 1 use is p redom-nant in total domestic use, thxs are as for final consumption

for iteyZ 8-6,20,21, whee inte rediat e uses are predominant, elasticities wer.e co uted fro import and
GIP data on 5 arvragebs



Table 6: Comutaion of r

a!
b~Duty Rate APC C PCe

Coffee 23 0.0 0.5 0,00
1'

Instant Coffee 0 0.0 0.5 0.00

Cocoa 23 0.0 0.5 0.00 - 4,3
1 4/

Cocoa Products 16 0.0 0.5 0.00 -6

2!iWood 27 1.2 0.5 1.80 - 3.

Bananas 12 4.9 0.5 2.45 .

Pineapple and Products 10 0.0 0.5 0.00 0.

Cola Nuts 14 0.0 0.5 0.00

Palm Oil and Kernels 7 0.7 0.5 0.35 0 8

Cotton *and Products) 5 4.3 1.3 5.59 _ _

TOTAL 20.19

Sources: a/ Cote dIvoire, Code des Tarifs, 1973
b/ SEDES, degiond Est Les Budge-s Familiaux, Paris 1967.

Notes: 1/ Zero or negligible.
2/ Export commodity with finite foreign demand elasticity,.
3/ Computed as the ratio 1/t on the assumption that t, the export uty is levied at anoptimal rate for those export commnodities in which the Ivory C contributes a significantamoint to world supply.



omua whih assumes that all tradeables are actually traded (equation

3N stimate much closer to the result obtained by the detailed

did ~mun .. :_n he r -rLoq:!L iftrade-

a a traded goods (equation 2). The reason is that with the exception

a ommodities (most importantly textiles) f Uri

maial consumer of its own expCr co , an wi

be 'rue .omo ess developed countries which have a low diversification

in their port Structure, and which specialize in primary products that

neither are part of the domestic consumption basket, nor enter as inter-

mediate goods into the domestic production process. Ivory Coast is, of

course, a good example for this type of economy. In countries, where the

import substituton process has gone further and the export structure is

more diversified, containing a-significant amount of items which are also

domestically consumed, the simple formula based on the proportionality

assumption (equation 2) may lead to better results.

25. Standard Conversion Factor (SCF) The data for the two simple

estimation equations are shown in Table 7, where import and xprt daa

were used together with total import and export duty revenues to calculate

the tariff rates. For the case where the proportionality assumption

oct wee taded ana tradeable goods are made (equation 2), the SCF is 1.00.

For the alternative assumption that all tradeables are traded (equation 3),

the CF is 0.86.



s of Standard Conversion Factor
(S4mple Cases)

5-Year
6 969 1970 1971 1972 Average

77.9 86.3 107.7 310,8

evenues 12.9 12.5 15.4 18,7 21.3

r u Rvenues 10.8 12.4 15.5 17.5 19.0

Aerage Import Tariff (%) 16.6 14.5 14.3 16.9 18.6 16.2

AverageE rt Duty () 10.3 12.3 11.0 13.4 13.3 12.1

SoIrce - CESP, Tables 3.2, 3.3, 5.1,

2 o ess lmited approach of equation 5, the Ivorian input-output

data are again used for the import side, but this time, intermediate uses

are considered in addition to final uses when computing the average propen-

seties (cf, Table 5). On the export side the same data are us asefore

except that the intermediate uses of wood are also considered, in a

the average propensity to spend from 1.2% to 2.1%. As regards the income

e.asticity data, for those items where final uses constituted a major part
-f total. doestic uses, the previously applied elasticities were emploved.

'H hre intermediate uses constituted an important share of total

uses, income elasticities were estimated from actual trade data on the

assumption that the income elasticity of imports equals the overall income



siaa my approximated by the simpLe formula

ta alra s re tradd t ( !han

ui propot-inality (equation 2) T rasons

a e t oit in para. 24. For the present stul * an SCF

83 be used in further est-imation ercises.

r g remium of 20% or a SER of .20. Considerig tihat a

:1brr n-tariff p rotect c masures have not been incorporated into

this anay ss an SCF of 0.83 may somewhat overestimate the true SCF. But

he m ltere ason to bhelieve that it would be below 0.80. For the
purposes o ses ivi ty analysis the range of 0.85 to 0.80 might usefully be

exporcd. With respect to future developments in the SCF, the ivorian 5-Year

andata f-rom the lan projections, suggest that with proporti aLity

assumrptios (equation 2), the simple SCF for 1975 and 1980 lies at 0.95; if

exports are given zero weight (equation 3), the SCF in both periods is at

.80. The slightly lower values projected for the SCF in future years reflec'
somewhat higher levels of average import tariff rates. For practi purpos

it seems reasonable to assume that the SCF remains approximateLy ( stare

over the foreseeable future.

2oqversil :ctor for capital goods. If non-tradeables are neg!ltedc

this factor may be approximated by unity, since Ivory Coast does not export

capital goods, and in effect does not levy tariffs of any significance on the
orts of capital goods, due to pervasive exemptions from tariffs on imported

. A. further important assumption in this estimation is that there were norelative price changes over the years. For more details on the data,results, and limitations of this estimation exercise, see Linn, p. 12.



w c granted to most enterprises. However, for

e aeb sol not be neglected since cons: truction

s not. neg ib le, an since the ratio of accountinC

inonsLruclioa -nv be diferent from thc

milowed for by assuming first that the income elas-

cptal goods is unity, and then using the proportion of

ontruct in a capitai goods to approximate the marginal propensity

to pen 1n: construcion and other capital goods respectively. From the

input-output table for 1970 in the Ivorian 5-year Plan it is found that the

pr-oportion of capital expenditure going to construction is 37.82. Further-

mrt conve n factor for construction is estimated below (pr a. 29)

tobe 0.77 or 0.73, depending on the shadow price of labor. These various

elements may then be combined to complete the capital goods conversion

factor as follows:

0Lh (1.0 x 62.2 + 0.77 x 37.8) 0.91 fOr = 0.83;

i ) (1,I0 x 62.2 + 0.73 x 37.8) 0.90 for -. 7

Based on this rather crude estimate, it will be assumed for the ensuing

est mation procedures that the capital goods conversion factor equals 0.90

1/ See IBRD, Current Status and Prospects of the Industrial Sector in the
Ivory Coast, 1974 (Draft version); this report will be generally referred
to as Industry Report.



n. This factor for a non-tradeable

a 0n ea so e input-output data for Ivory Coast,

r tariff informaton previously used for the computation

or e e goods (cf. Table 5 a ble 8

oearius inputs to the construction sector,

do oer v a dd items. For the tradeable goods the

~ ~dLacor ~iv dal con'ai

es covrion Actors in turn are muiplied

hrh, omsi input values of tradeables to obtain the border Price

equivalent. For non-tradeables and "other value added" the SCF was used.

de case of salaries and wages Lwo alternatives were tried: first, using

SCF, i.e., assuming that the output foregone by the labor force employed

in rontruction is valued at SCF to obtain the border price equivalent; and

so, shadow pricing labor at 70% of the domestic value. This value Was

co en bweeo 60% (SWR for urban unskilled labor) and 83% (SCF), since only

part of labor employed in construction is unskilled and drawn from the urban

sector. Thus, the value of labor employed must lie between the vau of

urban unskilled labor and The full value of labor in foreign terr, ne

resulting conversion factors for construction are 0.769 for the cae where

a is sihadow priced at 0.83, and 0.734, when labor is shadow priced at

0. 0.

he Marginal Productivity of Capital, q.

30. The estimation of the marginal productivity of capital may be based

on macro and micro data (cf. Appendix II, para. 18, 19). For Ivory Coast both

approaches are explored, the macro-economic approach in paras. 30-36, and the

micro-economic approach in paras. 37-40. Taking the macro-economic estimation

procedure first, one multiplies the incremental employment/capital

ratio with the marginal product of labor and



T u or Construction Sector

238 0.995

C il,0.753 564

c. 2,734 0.700 1,915

866 0.796 689

Mechani 2,52L 0.802 2,022

le 2 0.738 1

328 0.679 223

Varou Indus. 640 0.764 489

sr i 530 0.830 440

Tra 1,965 0.830 1,631

495 0.830 381

Other Services 1,386 0.830 1,150
3'

Salares 13,463 0.830 (0.700)- 11,174 (9,424)

h Value Added 10,605 0.830 8,840

Taxs3,610 0 0

Total 51,436 0.769 (0.734) 39,544 (37,749)

/_ Compute as 1J(l+ tm), or SCF for non-tradeables.

2/ Computed by multiplying domestic value with conversion factor.

3/ Alternative SWR

Sources: a/C8te d'Ivoire, Plan Quinquennal 1971-75, p. 88 / 8 9

b/Table



rac I re in, term. rom the incremental output-capital ratio.

u eorginal productivity of capital in

j mlt ii b 0y the rati of the Standard Conversion Factor over the

Cactor .or capital goods. Paras, 31-35 pr

resutTs for th iermEediate para s w

ulig estimate for q.

31. Thie incremental output/capital ratio: This is the inverse of the

more conv et;inal aO and may be estimated from output and investment data

for vory Coast The cost of living index for Africans was used to
1/

efI ate the output figures, whi-le a price index of exports of machinery

from France was used for capital goods, considering that most capital goods

Are imported from France. Table 9 presents the necessary data and trnsfor-

ma.tions and indicates that the average value of the incremental output/

capital ratio for the period 1965 to 1972 was 0.39 (equivalent to an ICOR

f2. 56). If only the last three years are taken, a lower value (0 35) may

observd; CPP estimates for the period 1970-1.979 a-re Cve or ,)

These values are summarized with their corresponding ICOR values in Table 10.

Ur our present analysis, it has been assumed that the centr al va lue of t h

ratio is 0.3-5, while sensitivity analysis will consider of Ialues (.4 and

The incremental employment/capital ratio: Interpolating from the

Cost-of-living indeces are notoriously unreliable and not necessarily
appropriate GNP deflators; in the present case, however, it is the
only available price deflator.



Real e/ d/ Rea A0utput
Output vuLpu ACapital Deflator ACapital ACapital

43.6 82.7 52.7

27 837 327.8 13.6 4 5.9 84.8 54. 0.26

9' 88 368.2 40-4 54. 8 3.. 7

97 ;~,U.43

0 1 0 00.0u 414.0 18.8 83. 100.0 83.8 0.27

191 44 1 99.2 448.7 34.7 92.4 105.2 87.8 0.41

977 4/80. 9.5 482.4 33.7 934 104.7 89.2 0.38

Average: 0.35

a/ CESP, Table 2.1.
b/ CESP, Table 9.1, for 1970=100, African Cost of Living Index.
c/ CESP, Table 2.2.

d Bullin, Mensuel de Statistique; data provided by IBRD,
Economic Analysis and Projections Department; price index
for exports of machinery from France, based on Franc
currency value; 1970=100.

Table 10: Alternative Estimates of Output/Capital Ra o

A Output
A Capital ICOR

1965-1972 0.39 2.56

1970-1972 0.35 2.86

( 1967-1972 0.38 1.64
CPP (

( 1970-1979 0.31 3.25



1/
hnepomnt~ from 1965 to 1970 data, one may estimate this

ol 1idicates that the incremtental

ea conjunctin with te values for the margi na p roducti-

sm in tre ne x para

Tabem oyment /Capita Rao~ 1965-72

ployent A Employment Real A Capitalar p Epoyment Ra ,GYa,1 -6thousana (in thousand) (CFAF bill) Capital x10
t-i

9i 1,880 32.7
1,935 55 52.5 1.04
1,991 56 54.1 1.07
19708 63.3 1.052,108 60 68.4 o
2,165 57 83.8
2,228 63 87.8 0751972 2,292 64 89.2 0.73

Sources: a/ E ment Rep ort, Vol. 2, Table 1 (Stat. App.), using the
196 and 1970 employment figures and extrapolating thother years by applying the anrual average copo ofgrowth of 2.9%

}/ Table 9.

33 The marginj productivitV of lbor: Aggre ate labo rV i
estimation is difficult in the case of Ivory Coast, since a large Prportion
Of employment is in the informal, i.e., non-wage sector of the economy. In
combining informal sector income estimates with modern sector wage information

1/ All employment and earnings data are taken from IBRD, Ivor CousLzSpecial Report on Emploment, Vol. II, December 3, 1973 (Green Cover);this source is here generally referred to as Employment Report.



aoage naio unal marginalA plroductivity

fl an :e hopedfor. tar tin with informal sector incomes, available

tu veae inome pr worker wa F 73,000

nin y informal sec,- ynent;

Ta 2) a based the assumption that iformal

secorinoms crrspndquite( clos;ely to national1 inha w e

n rmd athe gjomen Reort Th further~ assumpftion is made that

ay did not change between 1965 and 1970, and that as a

re tte CF 73,000 figure applies for both years.

Table 12: Tnformal Sector Productivity, 1970

Average
Annual Earnings Employment Total Wage Bill
(in CFAF thous.) (in thousand) (in CFAF mill.)

Sector 67 1,452 97,284

SM1,G (Const. & Services) 121 79 9,559

White Collar (Industrial) 156 60 9,360

All Informal Sector 73 1,591 15

Source. _Emp _oment Report, p. 29 and Table 2 (Stat. App.), assurid o n
SMIG wages approximate informal sector incomes (cf, Employment

ort pp. 32, 42 for justification).

If The estimate of CFAF 73,000 may be on the high side, sinc at anther
place the Employment Report estimates informal sector value added per
worker as equal to this figure. The value added measure is likely to
be larger than the marginal productivity of labor, since the remune-
ration to other factors is included in it. One might argue that in the
informal sector this component of value added is of relatively smai
importance.



n tlsct wag djata, a lh ough imperfect, may be

prvid proxies for th marginal productivity, of labor. The

J Ia S c t,) r and Salaries, 1965, 10
2 2

36 78,.6 415

465 100.0 465

Socme Report, Annex Table A.11

/ Table 9.

5.L Combing the informal and formal sector productivity data into a

verage, it is found that the national marginal producti-

vity of labor increased between 1965 and 1970 from CFAF 150,000 p.a. to CFAF

179,000 p.a. (cf. Table 14).

Table 14: National Labor Productivi-, 1965, 197

(Earnings in CFAF thousand p.a., m, p lovment in thousands)

Informal Sector Formal Sector Total
Earnings Employment Earnings Employm. Farnings Eplovm.

b/ c/
9i 73 1,468~ 415 425 150 1,893

P 73 1,591 465 590 179 2,181

Sources: a/ Tables 12 and 13.

b/ Assumes that informal sector productivity remained unchanged
between 1965 and 1970.

c/ Employment Report, Table 2 (Stat. App.).



e 951 ra labor productivitv data

Ue t m ent/capital rati one finds that

0 g s o b r h r'

T ou tu a neotain11's the margi nal productivity Capit a

rsi a capital (0.83/0.0 = .92) yi elds the mar inal

du~cLivi ty o capitaL in foreign currency terms. Table 15 summarizes

hpb vau s which fall into the range of 13.8% (for 1 ow output/

t r ) ad 2 (for a high output/capital ratio).

T e 15: Al ternative VaIues For the Marginal
ProducLtit of Capital

z Capital 0.30 0.35 0.40

q 0.138 0.184 0.23C)

7, For the micro-economic estimation procedure two sour

infrmcation on the marginal productivity of capital are

interest rate structure in the country, and evidence on profits orianv

try. Looking first at the interest rate structure, Tabl 6ts

various rates ir f orce during 1973. This includes an estimate of the real

interest rate, obcained by deducting the average rate of increase in the

This leads to the interesting conclusion that the share of labor in
.ol incoie remained virtually unchanged over the years, with increses

in productivity being offset by a declining labor-capital rati1o. One
iriplication of this is that if one projects a constant share of labor,
and a falling incremental output/capital ratio, one also has to project
a falling q. Here it is assumed that all three are constant at the
estimated values.



9 Snc these rates are largely managed by central

e cour,. ioweven t- e mah b s n

cn he da on lvrian industry profits to obtain a m

ca p~ ure oi the Value of the opportuni v cost of

6: Lending Interest Rates in the Ivory
__C oasr, 1973 (in %)

Short Term Medium termerc- r

sontal at BCEA0 7.5 - 9.5 7.25 - 8.25 7.5 9.25

N ointable at BCEAG 8 -11 11 8 . 75-1 ,25

Rea, Rate (for 3.5% inflation) 5 4.5 5

N Alt ough a seven-year average of inflation rates from 1965-1972,
this approximately reflects the 1971 rate of increase in prices,whicn is to be used below in conjunction with 1971 profit data.

Source: IndustryV, p. 28, for nominal rates; the real rates are
computed for discountable (risk free) loans.

38. Actual pre-tax profits on equity in 1971 ranged f r. 5 o

39.8 between 14 industrial sectors covering 114 firms (Industr' Report

(Prel) C4, p. 21), with an average profit rate of 15.3%. Ading to this

an average return on equity from royalties of 2.0%, a total average return

on equity of 17.3% is obtained. But considering at Ivorian industry was

finance to 48% by equity, 18% by long-term borrowing, and 34% by medium

term norrowing, one can compute a weighted rate of return on all invested

1/ Cf. j. Schmedtje, "On Estimating the Economic Cost of Capital", IBRDReport No. EC-138, October 21, 1965.



pital of 1.0%:0 8 (17.3 - 3.5) + 0.18 x 5.0 + 0.34 x 4.5 = 9.0. The

Sfornal productivity of capital (in domestic terms) is

a e t ti e on equity is too low to be Wily

:reopportunity!cosL of capital in the Tvor-

c PCe V oo eor some ventures, reflecting avoidable

usf"c of aeate project preparation, insufficient knowledge

Set ad dicent macment." (p. 32); industry may be one of

itble sectors in ivory Coast (p. 33); and industrial investors'

attiudes~ appear to imply a necessary expected minimum return of 20 to 30%

ia vtnt is to be made (p. 3); but this of course must be deflated

a based on the expa riate's fear of potential chne

in commercial policies, requiring him to plan for a short pay-ba o eriod.

Finaily, the 1970 Industry Report (Report No. AW-17a, Vol. III) states (p.11)

that gross profits on equity between 15 and 301 are regardd as normal by the

loia government. This suggests teat i One owr to coiAder c t

oc portunity cost of equity finance the return on equity possible in the best

A ltrnative use of equity funds, a (nominal) rate of 25% may be re I as

quit p I ossb. Using this rate together with the other interest rate

figures inflaton rates, and financing ratios above specified, ono obtains

a rate of return to capital of 12.7% (for 17% and 20% return on equity, the

1/oppo:tmity cost of capital is respectively 8.9% and 10.3%).

I The only factor in the opposite direction, i.e., tending to lower the
value of the marginal productivity of capital, is the fact that before
1973 the interest rate structure was somewhat lower than shown in Table
14, due to lower discount rates of the regional central ba-d (1 Ao).



oma.on ray he Obtained from Bank financed projects

O Tunity cost A

."Or

egl has ge l used the range of 10 - 12% as stimate
th opotu t o ofcpita hu it does not seem unre nabl to

c.de ao he m o ()-data preseed thaL the marginaI producti ty of

cItal falls within the range of 9-13%, For the purposes of our presentthis inlL however sli has to be translated into rier
price ters by avpplying to it the ratio of the SCF over thi conversion
fctor for capi tal. !able 17 shows the resulting value for q, 2
alternative values for the marginal productivity of capital in domestic
terms:

Table 17: A ernative Valuus fr t
Productivity of Canital

Margivna Productivi ty
of Capital, %
(in oMstiic terms) 9

q (%) 8.3 10.1 12,0

40, From the micro-data the range of reasonable values for the marginal
Productivity thus seems to be between 8.3 and 12%, which differ , nin!"y
from the range obtained from the macro-economic estimation procedure. The
reasons for this discrepancy lie probably mostly in the limitations -E the
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23 as:

4 ( 4

i lenW

rot rate of capita consumption
p: ra.o pure time preference.

This section il ampt to estimate the C! and n, while it iIned

as a residual (within reasonable limits). h e estimation of n is baed on

the perceived value Idgements of the Ivorian government regar the trade-

off between intra- temora and inter Temporal cnsumption gre, -

while the size of the CRI will be judged mainly on the basis o eher or not

the government is oriented towards high economic growth. IA s of curse

notoriously difficult to determine unequivocally a g n

judgements, partly because one as to sepr

one has to distinguish between policy priori s and a

determined by numerous constraints under which the grm i the

application of its vacious economic policy insr

made to go beyond general policy statements into an analysis Of VC Mrjoc-Wi

as exhibited in the detailed provision of the Ivorian national a and othe

economic policy provisions, on the assumption that project selectio may be

used as an additional policy instrument to circumvent certain poltical

structural, technical, and institutional constraints.



42 Looking at the government int ra-temporal , inter-personal value

judgement, the fact thoat the Ivory Coast income tax is progressive and

that the government ncreased m ,im wages inD 1973 differentially Ud

progress I vel y for arl an we categories, is evidence that N IS
1/

at least greater than zero. The Ivorian 1971-1975 Five-Year Plan bctivs
2/

and policies provide further information. Three jecti a ar Va.

stated in the Plan: a igh ec:on growth rate, inOcreased parIci pton of

Ivorians in the national economy, and what might be termed "social

development". Stress on the first of these objectives represents a conti-

nuation of the past policy orientation in Ivory Coast, and fromt a closer

inspection of the plan implementation policies it appears that growth pre-

sently retains the high priority it enjoyed in the past. The second Objective

of Ivorization has come to play a greater role in past years, whil e third

objective appears somewhat ambiguous in its intent and cannot necessarily

be equated with a concern for improved income distribution. The Plan specifies

a number of areas in which the third objective is to be realized: r onal

development policy, infrastructure development, housing, heath, adeuati

These will be briefly considered in turn, to determine to what deg.ree tji(

redistribution objective is implicit in, or realized by, the prograris envisaged

in the Plan.

I/ A quantitative evaluation of the income tax and minimum wage legislation
showed further that the value of n is likely to be no larger Lhan unity,and probably smaller; see Linn, pp. 19 ff. However, the data base makes
these estimates very unreliable, and more importantly, conceptual
difficulties abound in the attempt to view the existing tax and minimum
wage structure as a reflection of the government's current distribution
weighting system.

2/ See Ivory Coast, Five Year Plan for Social, Economic, and Cultural
Development, 1971-75, Abridged Edition.



43. Looking at regionalcdecetralization, the main question is whether

the gove n regional delopmnt progr am, which is (desig to help

hithertc t i i c r s mndeed a r

distributio o jet or rather an extension of the growth ve,

considering that a planned developmnent of the outlying pro'inces a

maximize growth due to structural (cni a eer

distribution effcta may or may not occur following their growth strategy.

With regard to the major development projects underway in the outlying

regions, as e.g., Kossou Dam, San Pedro Port, etc., the growth objective

was probably the major reason for these programs, while in the case of the

price support schemes for cotton growers in the North, or small holder

components in agricultural projects, the distribution objective may have

played a major role, Furthermore, the emphasis on regional developeto

policy in Ivory Coast must not be overstated. The Employment Report

notes (p. 45) that "on a per rural worker basis, investment in agriculture

in the south was eight times higher than in all other regions , a.

the regional development program of the Ivorian -me i m

and may well be the result of growth maximisation, instead of ino redistr-

bution objectives.

44. Activities in the other policy areas (infrastruct-ure delpment

housing, health, and education), for which the Five Year Plan aind the asso-

ciated investment programs (Loi-Programme des Investissements Pub lics,

1971-73, 1973-75) show an increasing share in total expenditures, do not

necessarily reflect a strong redistribution priority either. The infrastruc-

ture development program for small communities, especially the water supply



proj ec ts have probal the miost unequivocally redistributive impact, while

for instance the progrm in Abidjan does not specify where h ainfrastructure

viorks ai-: t- l W>~aa , V1 'A

Similarly, in the case of health expenditures, for which agrowing share in

expenditure is earmarked, no provisons can be found in t< n

ensure that they will be aimed at he

weight appears to be given to rich and poor. In the case of education,

primary education receives a relatively small share of the planned expendi-

ture increases, This may be desirable from the growth maximisation point

of view, since there exist bottlenecks of trained technical personnlel in

Ivory Coast, but there can be little doubt that it is primary education

which is most needed by the poorer segments of the population. Finally, the

housing policy although ostensibly aimed to provide low cost nous>ig, at

best appears to have left unchanged the welfare of the urban poor. The Slum

eradication program in Abidjan, which consisted of large scale leveling of

slums, resettled on average only 20% of the displaced ( o lepg t,

Annex B, p. 5) and most frequently replaced the shacks with renta its too

expensive for the urban poor (Employment Report, Annex C, p. 4). Similarly,

there can be little doubt that the housing policy of SICOGI has benefitted

the richer segments of the population, and in particular tne government and

civil servant class, which among the Ivorian nationals must be counted as one

of the upper income groups. Finally, the Master Plan of Abidjan hardly

touches on the question of housing needs for the poorest sections of the

city, and the two most prominent development projects (Riviera, and a road

development program) most likely have a regressive impact. In summary,



it may be quesrioned wiether the government objectives and policies are

designed to change the traditional policies where the "fortunate few"

were the main ben ef icar n n t educatlion, but cure,

health, anJ Idhus Ig deelopment

45. In general, the 1971-75 Plan did not specify the r-turt e

individual projects and the likely bnefici

conclusion, as expressed in the )mort (p. 45), tha"a

investment allocations in the Ivory Coast can be said to have been based

primarily on increasing output and incomes in the aggregate, al though

important regional and agricultural efforts have been made as the authori-

ties have become aware of the growing disparities in income between groups

and areas". This growing awareness may indeed by spreading among Ivorian

policy makers, but with the continued strategy of maximal growth, t her are

strong constraints placed on the attempts to introduce more social and
2/

redistributive measures into the development efforts.

46. In view of these quantitative and qualitative consideraLions a

reasonable interpretation of the Ivorian govcrnmentL unc 3on p

the value of n between 0.5 and 1.0, and probably closer to 0.5; and suggests

a low CRI in the range of 5% to 7.5%, and probably closer to 5%. Given an

estimate of the growth rate of per capita consumption (g), t'he alefor

rate of pure time preference (p) is then implicit (in equation 6). One can

estimate the per capita consumption growth rate for the Ivory Coast from three

sources: First, averaging past growth experience, it is found that g was

1/ See the book of R. Clignet and P. Foster with the same title, "T1e Fortunate
Few'-', Northwestern University Press, 1966.

2/ See, for example, R. E. Stryker, :Local Perspective on the Development
Strategy in the Ivory Coast", in M. Lofchie, ed., State of the Nations:
Power Structure in Independent Africa.



9% p. a. be tween 19 nld 9 /2 (c. TLe 18). Second, the CPP projections

fo Ivory Coast GNP and domestic savings growth indicate a projected growth

in consumption nf 3.3% p.a,; finally, from the 1971-75 Plan projec an

average annua grant in per capit consumption of 4.2, p.a. y be derived.

We have adop ted here the low CUP value of 3. 3%, especially cons iderng that

the impact of the oil crisis will probably fur ther dampn ennJ

performance of the ivory Coast.

47. This leads us to retain the following combinations of value

judgements for further consideration:

Case 1: CRI = 5.0% and n 0.5, and p = 3.4%

1/
Case 2: CRI = 7.5%, and n = 1.0, and p = 4.2%

From the evidence reviewed in para. 42 to 45 it appears that the value

judgements of the Ivorian government are more closely represented by Case 1.

However, both cases will be carried through the remainder of this study in

order to test the sensitivity of further results to variations in the value

judgements.

1/ Somewhat higher estimates of p have been derived from prLv"ui
consumption and savings choices. But it is not clear whether
government or the Bank would be well advised to follow individual time
preferences as a guideline. Presumably, private pure time preference
derives from generalized risks facing the individual, e.g. deat
political instability, etc. For society as a whole some of these risks
do not apply, in the sense that society as such does not cease existence
except under very extreme and unlikely circumstances. On the other hand
different political systems may result in different rates of time
prefenence for the policy maker in line with his dependence on popular
support.



Table 18: Growth in Real Per Capita Consumton 1967-1972

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 A

a/
Private Consumption (CFAF bill) 178.7 200.9 210.4 236.2 261.5 23.ca/
Public Cons. (CFAF bill) 38.8 42.8 53.4 63.5 74.6 85.3
Total Cons. (CFAF bill) 217.5 243.7 263.8 2997 336A 1),3

b/ . 6 . 9 . 3 . 6 .
Population (thousand) 4,586.0 4,738.0 4,890.0 5,065.0 5,232.0 5,405.0
Per Capita Cons. (CFAF) 47,427.0 51,435,0 53,947.0 59,171.0 64,239.0 68,141.
Price Index (1960=100) 124.6 131.4 137.1 148.9 147.7

Real Per Capita Cons.
(1960 CFAF) 38,063 39,144.0 39,349.0 39,739.0 43,493.0 45,979.O

Change in Real P.C. Cons.
(1960 CFAF) 

1,081.0 205.0 390.0 3,54.0 2, 486.0
Growth in Real P.C. Cons, (%) 2.8 0.5 1.0 9.5 5.7 3.9

Sources: a/ CESP, Table 2.2

b/ CESP, Table i.1

c/ CESP, Table 9.1, using the cost of Ilivin g index for Africans.



4Th c u ion disribui on- weight, d, for a part ic:ar bene-

ficiary group will usually have to be estimated in the specific project context

where non-marginal changes in consumption are the rule (see the Annex, paras.

19, 20, and Appendix , p . ) ly in th ases where it

assumed thaL the project results in marginal consumption changes for people

with comparable levels of per capita consumption, can the

distribution weight be applied (see rhe Annex, paas. . a

shows the average per capita consumption levels for five percentile groups

of the population in Ivory Coast and the associated values of the marginal

consumption weight.

The Summary Distribution Measure

49. The summary distribution measure which is to be applied to minor or
non-attributable benefits is defined in Appendix I, para.9 as:

D = on( 1  n

(n + a - 1)

where Gini coefficient = 1/(2a - 1) (Appendix I , para, 8).

A value of 0.43 for the Gini coefficient was computed by thfe I r vo r i an
income distribution (1959 data; national coverage). For the South-East Region

household expenditure survey data were used here to compute the Gii coeffi-
cient according to he formula:

m-1
Gini coefficient = 1- Z (f. .- f )(Y + Y .)

i=0 i+1 i i i

1/ See Jain and Tiemann.



Table 19: Regional Consumption" Distribution
Weights, d, in Ivory Coast

0opulat io nCnsuptn
Percentile Cnr nerc3/ (Jo. 1 3/?~~~~ ~ ~ ercent i;uPc ni ie Group Dl i5.3 Wg

%) (CA) n/ D WL eights
(CAF) 2/ n 0.5 r 0

0 - 20 7.5 25,553

21 - 40 .la0 40,884 1.29 167

41 - 60 15.0 51,106 1.15 1.33
61 - 80 25.0 85,179 0.89 0.80
81 - 100 40.5 137,985 0.70 0.49

Total Population 100.0 68,141 - -

Note: 1/ This column is derived from S. Jain and A. E. Tien "eDistribution of Income Compilation of Data", DRC Discusion
Paper No. 4, August 1973, by slightly increasing the percentagesfor the lower income groups and reducing those for higherincome groups. This was necessary since we assume here that theCni coefficient of consumption distribution is 0.40, while Ja•and Tiemann have estimated a Gini coefficient of incoe eiarin
bution equal to 0.43 (see below, para.4 9 ),

2/ This column is derived by dividing the proportion in Uovconsumption (CFAF 368.3 billion) O a partiular ini e
group by the proportion in total population (5, 405 thouandof the same group.

3/ The istribution weights are derived by applying tihe fod (7/0", wFA ere is the national average per capita ilevel (CFA 68,141) and c is the average per capita incomlevel in the particular percentile group (See Appendix 1,equation 10).



where f is the cumulative po pulation share of the ith observation;

s the cumul itive expensditure share of the i olfservation; and
1/

Table 20 sunimmarize:; tlie cumu ative distribution data used in tis compiotation.

The value of the Gini coefficient correspond inr toit is t.;

Table 20: Distribution of Household Expenditure
in the South-East Region, 1963-1964

Cumula tive Cum n a Live
Total Annual Expenditure Population Shares (f.) Expenditure Shares (y.)

per Person (CFAF) (%) ()

0 - 14,999 11.1 3.6

15,000 - 19,999 30.4 13.7

20,000 - 24,999 44.4

25,000 - 29,999 57.4 32.6

30,000 - 34,999 71.9 46.4

35,000 - 39,999 77.9 53.1

40,000 - 49,999 87.3 6.,

50,000 - 69,999 94.7 79.0

70,000 and over 100.0 100.0

Source: SEDES, op.cit., p. 33

1/ Taken from Jain and Tiemann, p. ii.



50. The value o 0.4+ for the Cii coefficient is used in the deri-

vatio lo D, n t erunds tat on te one hand nat ional consumptin

of the rua< popul aton of t So tut -East Region, while on the ot er haind,

the national consunmnpt ion di1 stribution is likely to be more

income distribution, and thus the va ue of 0 no

of 0.40 for the2 Cini coefficient one can compute D foi the formula in

para, 49: for n = 0.5, D = 0.91 and for n = 1.0, D = 1.0.

The Value of Public Income, v

51. The value of public income is estimated in terms of the consumption

stream generated by a unit of public investment, assuming optimal allocation

of public funds. The plausibility of the resulting estimates are Vhen

checked by relating them to estimates of the critical consumption level

(CCL), i.e., that level where the government judges private consumption as

valuable as public income (see Annex, paras. 22 to 25).

52. Consider first the estimation of the value of _ublic intmntI.

When neglecting reinvestment of the returns to the public sectir, te value

of public income and investment may be determined by use of the sim p formula

presented in the Annex, equation 14:

v = q/fi (8)

Using equation (8) for different combinations of values for q and i, with

3 = 0.84 throughout, corresponding values can be estimated for v (Table 21).

If one lets the range of CRI = i be 5% to 7.5%, and lets the range of q be



04

8% to 12%, then toe possible vaiues oi v fall between 1 .21 and 2.86,

implying a premium on public income over average private consumption

ranging from 27% to - .67 For the cen tral value of q = 10%, v .38

with i 5, aa 1.59 with i = 7.5%.

TablO 21 Value of Public Income: Simi! Ca e
v = q/6 ; = 0 84

q5 7.5

8 1.90 1.27

10 2.38 1.59

12 2.86 1.90

53. In the more complex case, where it is assumed that the government

and the private sector save and reinvest some of the returns from public

investment, the value of public income (investment) may be b: twrtcdby

using equation (2) in the Appendix II:

q - sq lV =-(9
i - sq 8

1/
where (1-s) is defined as the portion of q diverted to privatec -onsumption,

1/ Note that equations (8) and (9) are based on the following assumptions:
public income, public investment, and private savings are all equally
valuable; all consumption benefits accrue to the man at the average
consumption level; and all parameters remain constant over time.



The vatue of] (1-s) may be approx , aes by estimating the prve secor

marginal propeosity to consume out of total GDP, using historica data, CPP

projec tions and ive-Year l Van es matles. Table 22 presento the hitorical

data, hic s a verage vaiue for (I-s) of 0.57 Lor the ven vears;

for the last three years it lay at a higher average value o 0,65. The CPP

Table' 22: Pr ivat Setritral rp
to Cons7umet 196-197 VIAl bi)

Private ACons.
Year GDP 2ltGNP Consumption ACons. 2

1965 236.8 153.7

1966 257.3 20.5 163.0 9.3 0.45

1967 274.4 17.1 178.7 15.7 0.92

1968 325.1 50.7 200.9 22.2 0.44

1969 364.0 38.9 210.4 9.5 0.24

1970 414.0 50.0 236.2 26.0 0.52

1971 445.1 31.1 261.5 25.3 0.81

1972 480.0 34.9 283.0 2.5 0.62

7 year average 0.57

last 3 year average 0.6S

Source: CESP, Tables 2.1, 2.2

projections in turn provide a lower estimate of 0.55; while Plan data suggest

that (1-s) = 0.63. An intermediate value of 0.60 is here chosen for further

estimation uses, which implies that s = 0.40. This value probably represents



a low estiate of L rue v;alu;e of s ince pu Ic investme is Likely

to generate on average higher public income and other investment ac tivity,

given that te i1 pr s from pub - nvestmen ae

to t 4ulc e. , para. 2) . As a e ,

following estimates of v may be on the low side as well, Snce 9 >i

54. Ihe Value of public income may th ba

of s = 0 40, azoa 0 84. Z6i L umniar , - v( % Or I, en

alternative assumpLions concerniag q and i. For low values oL i and high

values of q, v becomes unrealistically large, and even for the central

Table 23: Value of Public Income:
With Reinvestment

v ± 0.4
i - sq s 0. 40

i %

q i5 7.5

8 3.09 1.31

10 7.10 2.03

12 35.50 3.09

value of q 10% and i = 5Z,the premium on public income amoun 6

For lower values of q, and/or higher values of i more acceptable results

are obtained, e.g., a premium of 209% for i = 5% and q = 8%, and a premium

of 31% for i = 7.5% and q = 8%.

I/ Ideally one should cross check the macro-economic cstimate with its
micro economic counterpart, as described in Appendix II, para. 21.
This was not possible given the available time and resources.



55.

AVC±.P~ the . value of r t min reasons. irs te 

formula assumes that all the parameters remain unchanged over time (see

Appendix U, para, 10)I But second, and possibly more importat, contrary

to what has ee 
oc e p ivtmen a

be equally vaiuable. In IvorJ Coast it appears that the governent is

constrained in its use of public funds, and f stslf f

more of its funds to current expenire's (in particular

salaries, etc.) than is thought optimal. This is witnessed by its stated
desire to reduce the rate of growth in civil servant employment and

salaries, and to increase the savings component of the (semi-) autonIomous
1/

public enterprises. Moreover, the Ivorian tax laws specify certain

business profit tax remissions, if profits are reinvested in Ivory Coast.2/

This and the explicit policy that public investments are to be increased

indicates that the government cannot at present obtain all the public
investment it desires. Thus the value of public income (which must be

viewed as being the weighted average of the values of public capital and
current expenditures) must be below the value of public investment e si

here. If these considerations are taken into account, iappea

to expect that the value of public income actually comes closer to the value
estimated by the simple method first explored. However, befor( accepting

this conclusion, given the uncertainty about the value of public inco-e as
derived from macro-economic data, one must first cross-check

the plausibility of these results by relating them to estimates

I/ CESP, pp. 11 ff; CPP p. 6.

2/ Industry Report (Pursell), pp. 32 ff.

3/ Ivory Coast, Five Year Plan 1971-75, p. 10.



4f th J_

-6. a C t m'i em t of t c

eve (CCL) it wiU he usefiuj Lo define the available information on the
relat ionsh ip b e pta consumption and population percentiles.

it is posil - r P etates of opulati ad then

associated per capita consumption level by usLng the avcrage c umption

value for perceile population rages found in Tb 9

graphically a smooth functio vne

consumption (see Figure 1). For example, 0 o4 th ve a, ' the populatio av4

consumption of less than CFAF 46,000 per head.
57. As a second step one can derive alternative vaLiues of pu lic

income (v), associated with assumptions concerning the critical consunpt ion

level. Table 24 shows different population percentiles and their associated

per capita consumption level, as read off from Figure 1. Asming that the
CCL is set alternatively at each of these consumption levels onc can comipute

the implied value of public income (v) from the condition that at the

critical consumption level d = v) where C denotes the CCL at the

ith percentile.

Table 24: Value of Public Income (v) Given iff .re
Critical Consumption Levels

Va I nea IPopulation C* V P
Percentile (CFAF) C/ C (n 0.5)

At Subsistence

(avorox. 0-1st. %ile) •11

At Average of
0-20th %ile 25,553 2.67 1.78 3.15

At 10th %ile 27,000 2.52 1.73 3.00
At' 20th %ile 36,000 1.89 1.50 2.25
At 40th %ile 46,000 1.48 1.33 1.76
At 50th %ile 50,000 1.36 1.27 1.62



Consumo Distribution Func1ion in the Ivory Coast
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Note: The height of the bars indicates the average per capita con ,sumprion
level for the population percentile range, as read off from Ta-e19I
The smooth function was then derived by hand, by approximaatedly akin
the shaded area above the curve equal to the shaded area below the
curve for each percentile range. This derivation procedure is very
rough, and should only be used where detailed information on consump-
tion (income) distribution by small percentile ranges is not available.
It was moreover assumed that the subsistence consumption level lies at
CFAF 10,000 per annum. This is substantially below the urban minimum
of 36,000 assumed by H. Joshi ("Migration and Urban Employment Problems:
a Study of the Ivory Coast", Institute of Economics and Statistics,
Oxford University, March 1973, mimeo, p. 36); but note that per capita
income in the Savannah region of the Ivory Coast as estimated in the
Ecmployment Report (p. 32) is CFAF 3400, which however must he without
non-marketed income. Average per capita income in Ivorianagriulture
is about CFAF 28,000 (computed from Employment Report, p. 29).



5.xy e CCLs implied by thle values of v

previousl;Iy computed from tle public investment approach (see paras. 52 to

54). Taoe 2 t i mntral vaues of v g'

un.IS a41 uc n>,ree oi

returns from pub ic projects. The corresponding CCLs are cop)Ued from

the equation

/

and the population percerntile levels can be read off from Figure 1, given

these CCLs.

Table 25: CriticaL Consumption Levels Implied
by Alternative Values of v

(as estiriated from the value of Public Investment)

vC %ie
Case 1-

No Reinvestment (n = 0.5, i = 5.0%) 2.38 17,207 -

Case 2
(n = 1.0, i = 7.5%) 1.59 50,851 52

Reinvestment Case I
(n = 0.5, i = 5.0%) 7.10 1,1 1 8

Case 2

(n = 1.0, i = 7.5%) 2.03 39,849 25

Note: 1/ Assuming q = 10%.

2/ This consumption level is far below the subsistence level of CFAF 10,000

59. Finally, one has to assess whether the Ivorian government gives

any consumption subsidies; if so, at what consumption groups they are directed;

and what this implies for the critical consumption level and therefore for



51

the valu f pub h vor eral

thntp lgr oeaercre ne h an of

"Assistance and Subveutions", comprising such items as "Help for the Needey",
1/

payments to orphan agesetc -These payments may be assumed to approximate

consumpti n hri e

at or near the subsistence level. Considering this information one can

return to Tables 24 and 25, where one finds tha for Casea

the subsistence level compatible r l e tn

the case without reinvestment is chosen, Specifically, with a CCL at

subsistence (CFAF 10,000) a value of v of 2.85 is obtained, while the value

of v= 2.38 as derived from the public investment formula without reinvestment

is associated with a CCL of CFAF 17,207 falling on the 4th percentile level.

These two sets of values are close enough to allow a reasonable consolidation

to an intermediate value of v 2.5 implying a CCL of CFAF of 15,414 falling

at about the 3rd percentile level. No similarly compatible results are

obtained for any other combination of assumptions concerning value

judgements, and public investment formulae given a CCL at or near the

subsistence level. For instance, assuming no reinvestment, but Case 2 value

judgements, one finds a value for v in Table 24 far aboem that in b 25,

and a CCL in Table 25 which is far above the subsistence level. Similarly,

if Case 2 assumptions and the reinvestment case are combined, a level of the

CCL is obtained from Table 25 which does not match the assumption that

the CCL in the Ivory Coast is at or near the subsistence level, These

results strengthen the previous

_/ Direction des Budgets et Comptes, Budget General de Fonctionnement Gestion
1973 p. V-3, "Depenses d'assistance et subventions diverses"

2/ This matches the results in paras. 42 to 45, where it was found that the
Ivorian government gives a low priority to an equitable income distribution.
Ceteris paribus this also implies a low CCL.



Conclusions that Case 1 value judgement assumptions more closely

reflect tHe Ivorian government's attitudes.

60. In summary, one finds that Case 1 value judgements and a value of

v = 2.5 best reflect the Ivorian conditions I r o i - o

represent a lower bound on the values of n and I., and an upper bound on the

value of v. For the purposes of sensitivity analysis Case 2 value judge-

ments will continue to be considered and it is further assumed thatr they

are associated with a value of v = 1.7, which implies a CCL of CFAF 47,987

th
falling on about the 45 percentile. For this combination of parameter

values Tables 24 and 25 show compatible results, when v is

estimated in Table 25 by assuming no reinvestment. Case 2 can a be

assumed to use upper bound values for n and i, and a lower bound vaiue

for v. Table 26 summarizes the parameter values for Case I and Case 2 as

used in the remainder of this appendix.

Table 26: Value of Public Income: Consolidated Results

i% n v

Case 1 5.0 0.5 2.5

Case 2 7.5 1.0 1.7

61. In conclusion of this estimation effort it can be said that the

combination of parameter values for Case 1 may be accepted with a substantial



grof cof c a oug some caveats regarding their reliability

are in order. Tihe first relates to the quality of data and general

informa tion avaiae which was very limiteQd at every, t o

a reSates to the fact a s,
including the Ivorian gover-nment, hardly seem consistent agents wn

measured against the rigorous framework of Ihe
instance tax exemptions for relatively high levels of incomes, and consump-
tion subsidies to government employees, treated in isolation, might be
interpreted to imply very different policy parameters than here derived/
Thus there remai ns some uncertainty about the value of public inicome in
particular; however, taken together the parameters associated with
Case I appear to refiect a consistent evaluation of the Ivorian government's
objectives.

The Accounting Rate of Interest, ARI

62. The accounting rate of interest is defined in Appendix II,
equation (6) as

ARI = sq + (1-s)q/vf1

Table 2 6ashows the alternative values for ARI computed from equation (10)
for the two cases of v derived in the previous section. Different values
were also tested for s and q.

1/ For the DRC Ivory Coast model, L. Goreux reports shadow prices on publicfunds and additional investments of 20 to 70% Although somewhat lower
than the here derived results, they are of the same general magnitudeNote that the DRC model concentrates on evaluating the effects of alternativesavings constraints and considers income distribution only in its
inter-regional aspects.

2/ For greater detail on these issues, see Linn, pp. 63, 64.



Table The RatAing Rate of Interest for
Dif ferent Values of v, s, and q

ABT(~2 f'A 1),% RT( F

Case 1 2.5 6.9 7.4 7.9 5.9 7 4 8.9

Case 2 1.7 8,2 8.5 8.8

Taking the centrai value of q=10.O%, the mininu likely value for ARI is

6.9% in Case 1 and 8.2% in Case 2; the upper bound on ARI is q itself

(see Appendix II, para. 23). Considering that s=0.4 is a low estimate,

s=0.5 was taken to approximate the value of s for the marginally-acceptable

project, whose internal social rate of return equals the ARI. Testing the

1/effect on the ARI of switching to the higher and lower bound of q, given

s=0.5, one finds that with q=8%, ARI=5.9% for Case 1 and ARI=6.8 ;Or

Case 2. When q=12%, the corresponding values for ARI are higher, viz. 8,9%

and 10.2% respectively. The intermediate values of the ARI for q=10% will

be taken as the baseline of comparison during the rest of this

i.e., ARI=7.4% for Case 1, and ARI=8.5% for Case 2.

1/ Changing q also implies changing v, if the public investment approach is
chosen; cf. above para.52. However, for the present purposes it is
assumed that the critical consumption level estimates of v continue to
apply, even as q changes.



1art IV. ihe Shadow WaaRt ~SW

63in most gcorne t nay be defined foloi1 cxk in (2)

of the An:

ia Price = Efficiency Pice + C(g -c )i1)

where I indicates foreg exhneOUtan; ndct

of the increased consumption, C. Iti part an l

four types of o in te ivory Coast: ivorian labor, exlii ng tUe urban

unskilled, but including all rural ivorian labor; urban unskilled labor;

non-Ivorian rural African labor; and non-African expatriate labor, Te

Ivorian economy is sufficiently large, and the labor market suffielntly

heterogeneous, to warrant this disaggregation for the purpose of etimating

the SWR.

Ivorian Labor (Excluding Urban Unskilled)

64. In general, it may be assumed that all Ivorian labor is fuly employed

year-round. The only exception are the urban unskilled, which r s e

separately. Given this full employment assumption, the ouput

where may be assumed to equal the wage paid to the worker in hW Oe KIpa
i.e., he is drawn from a comparable employment sector. The SR thr equals

the efficiency price since there is no increase in consumptin rstng fro

the new job:

SWR = Efficiency Price = aw (1)
where a is the accounting ratio used to obtain the border value of the foregone

output. For the purpose of the project analysis in Part IV below we assume

that the accounting ratio a equals the SCF, and therefore

SWR/w = SCF = 0.83. (13)



Tnis result is subject to a number of limitations: First, although

the conditon of full emp' my be justified in general, rural labor

requireme ns in certn aa o h mntry "re subjent to itf ue

tions; w this s the case, pricin of labor m ow for
1/

this. Second, there is evidence that wages in the modernrivate and in the

public sector are above marginal product(Emlymn

would imply that the use of w as a proxy for otput orgone ith orployment

of labor in these sectors leads to an upward bias on the efficiency price

component. Finally, it is possible that labor employed in the industrial

sector is drawn from lower productivity rural employment, in which case again

the use of w in the context of industrial projects would not be justified. If

any one of the factors applies, it is likely that not only the efficiency

price component changes, but that there is also a const nmrip agyc no o

with the added employment, which must be taken into account in the computation

of the social price of labor.

Urban Unskilled Labor

65. The urban unskilled labor market in Lg p

unemployment and high rural-urban migration rates, which are g r y k

to be caused by a persistent gap in the real income levels betwe rb

rural inhabitants. However, other factors also play a oe, sucas t

maximisation motive of the rural laborer, the urban labor arke trcture,

the financing of the urban unemployed, and finally the absorbtive capacity of

1/ For an example of shadow pricing seasonal rural labor, see S. Ettinger,"The Opportunity Coast of Rural Labor in Parts of Nigeria", April 1973,
mimeo.



the city population in t cse where the unemployed are 0i thneir

urban receptors. Numerous aternative migration models may be formulated

1/
and applied to the deteriatio of the SWR for urban usil le

their dgr c a wl ay depending on e

economic ondition. One characLeristic common to many of these n s

that they impl a co nant rate of rban une:poymi

that the migration restponse, M, i.e., the number of mi gr ai h come

to the city as one additional job is created, can be expressed as the ratio

of total urban labor force,L, to total urban employment, N:

2/
M = L/N (14)

66. Assuming a migration effect of an added urban job as specified in

equation (14), consider SWR for urban unskilled labor. I wage errs do

not save and their disutility of effort is valued at zero, the SWR is given

by equation (19) of the Annex:

SWR = m + (w-m)(g - d/v),

where m is the output foregone. In the present context tet, effci cy

component in equation (19) has to be modified to allow ior the fact that with

an added job in the city M migrants are attracted, reducing aiu ua

product by amM, where a is the conversion factor for the foregone output;

1/ For a discussion of a number of alternative models cf. ID. Lazmidar, "The
Rural-Urban Wage Gap, Migration, and the Shadow Wage", draft, IBRD, undated
mimeo; for an extension of Maxumdar's framework and application to tie
Ivorian setting, see Linn, pp. 68 ff. the present discussion represenrs a
condensation of some of the discussions in the latter source.,

2/ See Mazumdar, pp. 9 ff., and Linn, pp. 70 ff.



and the consumption component must be adjusted to allow for the changes in

consumption induced by the job creation and resulting migration for each

income group affected. Assuming that the consumption conver I actors for

all consumption groups are identical, one can then write the entre SW

formula as follows:

SWR = amil + XACd (-' -~ d I)

t hiwhere AC is the change in consumption of the i consumer group, and

- i) the corresponding weight.
V

67. The remaining step is to specify carefully the changes in consumyption

resulting from employment and migration. For this purpose it is necessary to

use a particular model context, since the consumption effects will depend on

who finances the urban unemployed and to what extent. In Ivory Coast, available

evidence on migration motivation, migration flows, and reception practices

support the use of a model which assumes that the unemployed rural-urban

migrants are financed by their urban receptors who share their incomes, y

equally with the new arrivals; however, they will accept immigram- on a

long as the expected net change in urban incomes resulting from migraion is

non-negative. Three consumer groups may then be distinguished: First the

existing urban population experiences a change in consumption (income), to be

weighted by (6 - d /v), amounting to (w - My ), i.e., the wage earned in the

new job, w, minus the consumption of the immigrantsMy . Second, each of the

M migrant experiences a discreet increase in consumption from y , the average

agricultural consumption to y , weighted by (Q - d2 /v). Finally, the

remaining rural population experiences a change in per capita consumption,



Weighted by ( - d/v), i.e., the consump tion of the migrant minus his

marginal product lost, multilied by the number of migrants, '. The three

consumption efcsa the addheed pbr

resulting in the oowing; eua fr the SWR, cons der g s t
1/

efficiency price of labor.

SWR = amM + (w - My )(V - -

68. In order to estimate the urban SWR, so specified, the parameters

were derived from the limited amount of data available in a dk tudy.

Table 2R presents the data base, as drawn from the Employment Reoort which

emphasizes deficiencies in their reliability. The resulting estimates of

the SWR, summarized in Table 27, should be considered as indicative only.

Table 27: SWR for Urban Unskilled Labor(CFAF thousand)

Efficiency Social
Price Price M

Case I SWR 49.4 9 6 )
(SWR/w) (0,31) (6

Case 2 SWR 49.4 9
(SWR/w) (0.1 )5

1/ It is useful to cross-check the correct specificatio of the consumpctio
change by ensuring that the unweighted elements of tho change in co-sumption collapse into the aggregate consumption change (w-mM). Note
also that when using the marginal distribution weights it is assumed
that the changes in consumption are spread equally over the rural andurban populations respectively. An alternative approach would assumethat the consumption gain or loss is restricted to a partitcular fanilyunit, in which case one would have to estimate the average -n mr ofmembers per urban and rural family, and then distribute the consumptionchanges on a per capita basis per family. In that case discrete distri-bution weights would have to be used.



Table ,u a o he Computation of SW4R

m 5,000 CFA§ 1-. drveda 250 2001 CFAF, the da y av w ei

1'. z , aveag poducti in agriculture isaout 67,000f
CA ie., larger than, and herefore consistent

cOnsi stent with the value of m (estimated from ibid
p. 29)

w 160,000 CFAF p a.; this is the averag Jage o
in construction, i.e., rflects the wage o unskiiled
and semli-skil led labor; from ibid., Appendix A, Table
A 11; 1970 data

= 0.07 (i.e. 7%); annual compound rate of growth 1965-70 for Abidian;
from ibid., p. 11

y = 60,000 CFAF p.a.; interpolation of urban per capita incomes in Abidjan and
the Center, 1965; from ibid., Stat. App., Table 9; this
may underestimate the per capita income in the urban
sector in 1970, due to inflation and real income growth

ya = 20,000 CFAF p.a,; interpolation of rural per capita GDP in Center and
North; ibid., Stat. App., Table 9; ti alom urI-
estimate 1970 incomes for the same reasons cited for y

U = 80,000 (1965); = 140,000 (1970); urban unemployment; ibid., Stat.AppTabIe 1

L = 363,640 (1965); = 519,520 (1970); urban labor force; ibid., Stat.App. Table i

N = 283,640 (1965); = 379,520 (1970); urban employment; ibid SttApp 1

B = 0.84

O = SCF = 0.83

Distribution Weights: 0.5

d Marginally evaluated at y 1.07 1-14

d For discrete change from ya to ye 1.37 1.87

d : Marginally evaluated at ya 1.85 3.41

v 2.5 1.7

Note: No allowance has been made for general price level differences between
rural and urban sectors due to the absence of data (noted also in theEmployment Report).



Two commDes are i order concerning these results. Firs t, in this migration

model the overall c-onsump tion effect raises the social cost of additional

urban employment ao i> 3 i-

tw o Ce dsr uo reters should have rul equi

social SWRs- offset-Ars do not necessarily aiways cancel e ut as in

this case.

69 Sore limitations of this analysis of thie SWR of urb>T Iled labor

should be nioted. On the empirical level, differentials in the cost-of-living

between urban and rural sectors and migration costs have been neglected;

the assumption of cqual sharing of income among rural and urban families is

probably extreme, although fairly realistic in Ivory Coast (cf. EmoLoyment

Report, p. 39). Finally, the data probably have to be adjusted to be appro-

priate for a particular project appraisal. On the methodologi ca side, the

limitations of all narrow income maximisation approach to migration are well
established; and furthermore, in the case of Ivory Coast, the fact that urban

migration involves both Ivorians and non-Ivorians must not be ieglected.

Strictly speaking, the above analysis only applies to Ivoriarib

migrants, but could be extended to incorporate foreign i grao

Non-Ivorian Rural African Labor

70. The SWR of non-Ivorian African Labor drawn into rural -pomeat in

Ivory Coast depends on which of two possible policy alternative is adopted,
viz. a "regional" policy on a "national" policy. The former asccmrs that the

decision maker tries to maximize welfare in the region as a whole (i.e.,

1/ See Linn, p. 85 for cases where the sensitivity of the SWR with respectto changes in v and n was significantly greater.



icluding ali and U Vol ) tir ugh his employmen t policy; while the

Latter assumes that the decision makePr is primarily, if not exclusively,

concernec with the w a o I ntiols.

~/1. 0. L- p y iosens th4e cOnsumpti co,

benefits) to the whol e region resulting from additional empoym,-ent n Ivory

Coast, must be allowed tor in the SWR, For this pu rpm -

be considered: Fi r, the migrants ,rawn rom the neig hboring - c u -es

(where the marginal product of labor amounts to only about 40% of the wage

paid in rural Ivory Coast) increase their earnings, but remit on average

40% of their income to their famil ies abroad (Employment Report p. 67)

The migrant therefore increases his consumption by the difference between his

retained wage (60% of the wage received) and his consumption before he

migrated, which is here assumed to equal per capita income in a rural amily

in Mali or Upper Volta. Second, the migrants' families remaining behind face

a change in consumption, consisting of the increase due to the remittances

from the migrants, the decrease due to lost output of the migrants, and the

increase due to the departure of the migrants leaving fewer moulths t Feed.

In formal terms this may be expressed as follows:

Migrant's change in consumption: w - t -

Family's change in consumption: t - m + v

where w is the project wage

t is the transfer abroad

YN is the per capita consumption of the non-Ivorian rural family

m is the marginal product of the migrant in his previous occupation abroad.

1/ The specification of the analysis draws on the data provided in the RubberEstate Appraisal Report (No. PA-129a) and thus apply to the South-WestRegion.



72. The shadow wage for imnigrant labor under such a regiorna policy
1/

is then:

This indicates that the SWR for foreign rural labor consists of the outp

foregone abroad, multiplied by the conversion factor w'hic r rs

into border prices; plus the net consump tion cost Which resltso the

changes in consumption of the migrant and of ils family abroad, appropriately

weighted to express it in terms of government inocme. d is the distribution

weight given to the consumption change of the migrants (a discretc jump from

yN to (w - t), while d is the consumption weight given to the change in

consumption by the families abroad evaluated marginally at the level of

consumption yN' This STR is appropriate if the decision maker treats all

residents as if they were Ivorians and is concerned also with the impact

abroad from additional employment in the project. Note that in this case

there is no "excess" migration induced by the project, in contrast with the

assumptions made earlier with respect to urban migration. Note

the parameters and conversion factors which are used to weight H- T2en

changes were estimated on the basis of Ivorian data only and not o the basis
2/

of regional conditions. Moreover, this case presumes a degree o-Fatrus

1/ Assuming there is no saving and that all changes in effort are valued at
zero.

2/ If a regional analysis is generally applied, a consistent application of
the methodology would require that all parameters be derived from
regional, not Ivorian data.



1/
whsich may exceed chat to be expect i ron a naLionaI governmenti

73. lhe alternative, a national employment policy, is concerned

exclusively' with Ivorian benefts froml developint. In thit cost

of emploin an adiioa reign woke consistsof the amctoffrign

exchange which is lost to tie country due to transfers nd h li i

increased consumption. If te immi grants co nsuptinr

a cost, with a zero weight given t his improved livLin

1/
standard, the SWR of foreign labor under a national policy becomes

SWR = - c+ ( w - t)~
N

74. The SWR as formulated for these two alternative poLicies may then

be estimated, using the parameters presented in Table 30. Table 31 sumiarizes

the results, which depend of course on the values of v and n tt ae cIosen.

Table 31 also shows the efficiency price of labor, i.e., the SWR eclAuding

consumption costs.

L/ The Ivorian government has in the past followed an "open doo r " pi in; its
immigration policies, but there is evidence that in itso inven lic
attempted to favor domestic labor; also, growing concern ao S Sa ao
unlimited immigration is likely to make continuation of tihe o pe-oor pic V
difficult, if not impossible in future; see Linn, pp. 103 ;f.

2/ This may be viewed as an extreme form of national employment stgy A.
less extreme national policy might still attach distributi wight to the
consumption changes experienced by the migrant; i.e., once t i t.
in the country lie is treated like a national, while tbe los f ftpu
change in consumption aborad are not taken into account. The SKR for fore ign
labor would then be

SWRN = t + (w-t)f - (w-t-yN) (dl/v).

This policy alternative was also tested and found to yield SWRs between the
regional and the "extreme" national cases. Since the range is thmus defined
by these two alternatives, the intermediate case of the more moderate national
policy was not further considered in detail.



D aa Lor the CoLputaLion of the SWR o
n- loa Rural African Labor

= 50, 000 CIFA a derved s250x200 CFAF, the dail g oprject
workers;(fro (Rct P 29 An

m =s 2 er N s x20 C t estm nc

ary atnd non-monetary) from production per emil oyee
in U pe Volta; from in ;

t/w = 40; from E ,ployment Reprt . 67

V= 8, 333 CFA pCa.; deriv e d f r om m, assuingnp that o> averag LI'y unit
in rural Upper Volta and Nai (as in the Tvry Coast)
con'sss of six members, 2-1/2 of whom are empLoyed;

A = SCF = 0.83

3 0.84

Distribution Weights: n = 0.5 n- 1 0

d for a discrete change from y to (w-t): 1.34 1.881 n

d marginally evaluated at y 1.95 82 N

Note: These distribution weights are computed for an average e a
consumption level of CFAF 31,786 (derived from agrea t
capita consumption data found in the most recent eemo N

on the Ivory Coast, Mali, and Upper Volta).

Table 3 : SWR of Non-Ivorian Rural Non-Ivorian/A n
Labor, as Proportion of Wage

Regional National
Policy Policy

Case 1 0.500 0.904

Case 2 0.018 0.904

Efficiency 0.333 0.400



75. The highest SWR is obtained for the national policy alternative,

when consumpt)tion are considered. In fact, the SWR in domestic terms,

SWRs are obtained for the regional policy alternative. Thus the regional

approach encourages use of foreign labor while the nati app b

foreign Labor as more costiv than sa and r

employment of foreigners Changing valu judgements sharply affect the

outcome of the regional policy by lowering the SWR with the increase in n

and the decline in v (i.e., when proceeding from Case I to Case 2). Con-

sequently, for Case I the regional social SWR lies above the efficiency SWR,

while for Case 2 it is lower. This shows that the consumption weights in

Case 1 result in a positive ocnsumption cost, while in Case 2 the consump-

tion weights bring about a negative consumption cost (i.e., a benefit)

which partially offsets the loss in output under the regional policy opt ion,

and the loss in foreign exchange under the national policy option.

Non-African Expatriate Labor

76. For expatriate project staff the wage paid in domestic termsa be

taken as the appropriate SWR, if it is assumed that all income of expatriLate

staff is either remitted abroad or spent on tariff-exempt imIpors. abes.

Alternatively, the component of expatriate income which is spent domestically

could be weighted by an appropriate conversion factor, e.g., the conversion

factor for general consumption, and would then be added to the unweighted

transfer component. In any case it is probably reasonable to assume that the

government follows a national policy towards expatriate consumprion gains, thus



- 67 -

not weigtn h

expa triatc wage fl _L bw t va ue of § nId unit, dependin o n t1e

proportin of reittanes in otl i . In any case, it lies aove the

SCF which wis s

avors I Tvr an I o p tatriate laboer



7in a r e projects which were recentiv appoe for

prices wich wre er ave The2 exercise concentrates enr y n

refiormuilating the economi justificatin of th.roe
r~~- i I Inr

to review the finaca c i or ha st

except to the exte required D' by the social pricing analysis. AlsO, due to

data limitations inherent in a desk study, shorEcuts are frequently employed

where a genuine proet appraisal would go into greater detail. It 1s

therefore not a full reappraisal of the particular projects to s in

retrospect that they were (or were not) socially justified, but raiher an

illustration of the application of proposed methodology and the qualitative

results that can be expected.

The Grand Bereby Rubber Estate Project, 1973

78. The appraisal report (No. PA-129a, March 6, 1973) summariz es th

Grand Bereby Rubber Estate Project as follows (pp. 1-li):

"The principal objectives of the project are to increase
and further diversify agricultural production and exports, andto establish a focus of development in the hinterland of tIenew port ol San Pedro,

11e pro ject comprises the firs- phase of den
through 1979, of a 13,500 ha. rubber estate. In this first phaseall 13,500 ha, would be planted but another 5 year-s would berequired until all the rubber came into production. Fu I devel-opment would be completed in 1988 with the final expansion ofprocessing facilities to meet project production needs.

The Grand Bereby estate would be owned by SOCATCl (Societedes Caoutchoucs de Cote d'Ivoire). SOCATCI would be a state-owned company charged with industrial rubber development in theIvory Coast. SOCATCI would sign a technical assistance andmanagement contract with Michelin, the French rubber mnfacttrer,
to manage the project which would be SOCATCI's sole oeation
at present.



nesaom rato rr is estimatecd at i 2 I
a sense this is a "r'go nal" rate of return since about 8 0
of project emplovees are expected to come from Mali and Upper
Vola, countries with poor development and employment pr ots,
and a sa d r ha been used in assessing the oppr y

79. Besides tiese assumptions concerning the cos-ting of t

project' s economic analysis is based on tLh e foLLow in po m

First, the life E thO proC extends over 41 years, Wi ei Lo rbber

sales occuring in teigt year. Second, aJl foreign costs anc Lenefits

are shadow priced at a rate of 1.25 above the official. exchan;e rate. In

the following analywsis we salail use instead the conversion factors applicd

to derive border prices for domestic costs. All other costs are ciarged

fully to the project, except for hospital and school construction, and for

housing costs. The original appraisal omits the former on the assu mtion

that the benefits are at least equal to the cost of these social infra-

structure works. In our analysis, strictly speaking, one should onsider

such costs and benefits explicitly, since the costs are borne by the

government, while the benefits accrue to private consumers, u ae

to be weighted differentially. However, the appraisal assumpn was cirried

over into the present study, by assuming that the benefits of thesem w orks

(weighted to reflect the value of public income and the incoLme istr iution

weights) are at least equal to the costs to the government. Labor housing

1/ Report No. PA-129a, Annex 14.

2/ Note that the simple approach now often chosen for omitting certain non-
quantifiable benefits (and costs) in Bank projects, which assumes that
benefits at least equal costs, needs to be modified under the new
methodology, since the weight attached to costs and benefits may consi-
derably alter their relationship with each other.



costs are shdowr at 50 in the appraisal, on the grouns a "the

opportucniy cost of the present housing of the labor force is only 50% of

that whic woul he . ruce une the projc"(Rep

Annex 14, .2 A t rati o does nc seem en

strict econoiic grounds, i w as also carried over into the preseri iaalsis,

mainly in order to pre-erve rhe bs cs t sa

show how the new et oly stead of changed Lcostin a leads

to different results from t-he tradititonal Bank approach Thid , the benefits

are defined by the appraisal to consist only of the f.o.h. sals a lue of

rubber produced on the estate, including the export tax leviie on it by the

government. The same practice is followed here. Fourth, all taxes (with

the exception of the export tax on rubber) are netted out in thc rcmputation

of the economic rate of return. This, too, is done in the pai

80. Since the project agency is a public, government owned oiganization,

which receives its capital from the government and contributes at srpluses

to the government sector, one can assume that, except for the l c
2/

all costs and benefits remain in the Public sector, The co'

streams therefore do not have to be weighted, except that it n s

express them in foreign instead of domestic terms, as discussed in the next

two paragraphs. WitIh respect to labor costs, private sector b t ou

1/ As with hospital and school construction, housing benefits t p
sector while the costs are borne by the government; thus again, they ought
to be weighted differentially. The approach here chosen (following the
original appraisal) would perhaps best be justified by claiming that the
consumption benefits to labor from its project housing amount to 50% of
the cost to the government if properly weighted by the value of governm enl
income and distribution weights.

2/ This is also based on the assumption that private benefits derived from
hospital and school construction and from labor housing have implicitly
already been accounted for according to the conditions speci fld in the
previous paragraph.



in add 2 e I Imp-ion change k ace as

a resuilt of the empl eInt on thne project. This should be reflected in the

SWR sed for evauting abor cts .

appraised under traditional Bank practices, capizal and operating costs are

presente:d a's a mixtur- of lomestic and border pr ces, 'ior a

expressed in border prices, since impor tr arC e

domestic value of the Commodities together with all other t axes, But a I

other tradeable inputs (i.e., domestically produced importables and all

exportables) and al ion-tradeable inputs are expressed in domes _c prices;.

The new methodology would want to express all inputs in foreign terms right

from the beginning by taking border prices for all tradeables and applying

conversion factors for non-tradeables. In the present exercise, however, it

was necessary to rely on a rough approximation which consis ic ear ng

out the foreign exchange component of all inputs according to summa--ry

proportionality factors provided in the original appraisal report (on p. 9).

The foreign exchange component was then taken at full cosL whil e te do6mt

component was expressed in border prices by the application o n priae

conversion factor. Table 32 summarizes the necessary data and shows the

total project conversion factor which was derived for each cos o ent.

These conversion factors are then applied to the cost streams to obtain tne

border price equivalents. For the costs of management and extension servies,

the following conversions were made: For expatriate staff full domestic cost

was taken (see para. 76 above). Although this is probably based on somewhat

extreme assumptions it represents a reasonable first approximation. For



Table3 Conversion actors for Capital and Operatirl Costs

Conversion
P to

Equipment and Materials
(incl. Maintenance) 35 SCF = 0.83

Vehicle Capital

Vehicle Operation 0 SCF = 0-83

Buildings, Construction, etc. 45 Const. Conv.
Factor = 0.77

Factory Capital incl Spares 100 - 10

Seeds, Fertilizers, Insecti-
cides 35 SCF = 0.83 0.89

Electricity, Water 0 SCF = 0.83

1 Computed by summing the foreign exchange component with the productof the domestic component and the conversion factor for the respectivedomestic component; applicable only to this particular project sstreams.
2/ The use of the general construction conversion factor for the domesticcomponent of construction inputs can be taken only as an aproximatin
Two offsetting factors are at work: First, if labor ipc at ulIcost in domestic terms (equivalent to an SWR of 0.83), th co ad
for the domestic component lies above the conversion factor f sindustry, since labor constitutes a larger proportion in domt a
total construction costs. To take an extreme case, assume tha a ak esup the entire domestic cost component (in fact if only accounts for about26% according to 1-0 information), the project's construction cst strear
would have to be adjusted by a factor of 0.91 instead of 0.87 But secon
if labor is shadow priced below full cost in domestic terms. ( s o s aunemployment or immigration from abroad, then the project's constructi, 1c ri -version factor would be lower than 0.91, even if labor made up the entiredomestic cost component. For instance, with labor shadow priced at. 0.70,the total conversion factor for the project's construction cost stream wouldbe 0.84. Thus 0.87 may be taken as a reasonable intermediate value.

Sources: a/ Report No. PA-129a, p.9; b/ Table 8.



locai sLaf f the SC is api ed i(ee pa 63 above). Ma' a n t opeiratin g

costs are lso c e aV I 1t SCF, whi I re MiChel il Contract Fee, v ich is a

transfer of foig xhaet aopny abroad, is v s

(and C xchan eost.

82. This leaves the larC component on the cost side. 20% i toe

labor force is Lvorian, and its wage cs c rt n

by applying the SCJF (see para. 63 above). The remaining 80% o I abor

force are drawn from neigIboring countries, esp ecialily Upper Volta and Hali,

and the SWTR appied to them depends on whether tie employmen t stri teg

followed by the governmenLt is considered to he regional or national (see

paras. 70 to 75 above). The total wage bill may then be shadow priced by

adding the foreign labor component to the domestic share of labor:

SWR = w x SCF(I/L) + SWR N(N/L)

where I and N are the number of Ivorians and non-Ivorians in the to tal projec r

labor force L, and SWR is the shadow wage applied to the non-Tvorians (eec

Table 31). The computation of the labor cost stream assumed that heon

version factors and SIRs remain unchanged for all years. For the onveri

factors this implies constancy of the consumption patterns and tariff

barriers; while for the SWRs it is based on the assumption that decreases in

value of public income are offset by increases in the wage rate, the oppor-

tunity cost of labor or in the proportion of wages which migrants send abroad.

1/ Such assumptions are recommended by Little and Mirrless in their newest
treatise on project analysis, Project Appraisal and Planning For the
Developing Countries, Heinemann Educational Books Ltd, London, 1974,
p. 283.



83. All coIn td costs streams can, be idded togetier and comped

with the streamo enefits, wich is derived simply by taki C les of

iubber includ when c-ied;

proj ect ap raisa igures is no n ec essary. From these co sL and benefi

treams tie interna rates of r ehurn (PR/R) ca be computd o

policy assumptions, and compared with the Correspod0 A

3M.

Table 3.ht: Crand Bereby Rubber Estate Project: Internal

Rates of Retirn (in %)

Regional Nationa l

_IPolicy Policy AR

Case 1 12.8 11.4 7.4

Case 2 14.6 11.4 8

Efficiency 13.4 13.2 1

Bank Appraisal 13.2 - 10-1

Note: 1/ This is the value of q.

84. Looking at Table 32athe most important conclusion is.ha the

project passes the R/R test quite easily under any of the policy combinations

here considered. In the original appraisal the project was mawrginal in the

sense that its R/R (13.2% with shadow pricing) lay only little above the

opportunity cost of capital suggested by the region for use as a discount

rate in the Ivory Coast (10-12%). In other words, a project which under

traditional Bank appraisal practices was marginal turned into a non-larginal

project, especially if the regional policy option is considered appropriate.



The exp mi on o is that the project produces a m1ost s ci o v

pi' oewi a discussed in Part III par as. I f. 

in Cae a S wa noZ cnsidered in Ie orina p'a t

Note also that aough he absiolute level of the R/Rs of h roject are

close to the origina R/R In thii particular ase, I

of the project is aIlly due to the lower value of the ARI, ie, he cut-o

rate.

85. Changes in value judgements cost little change in ahsolntc levels o 'RS

in this case, since they affect only the SWR, and since labor cost constitutes ly

a small part of the total cost stream. Only if a significant proportion of the

benefits goes to the private sector will the change in value judgements affect

the project outcome appreciably, The actual differences in R/R beween tn

various cases and policy options can be explained entirely in this case by

the differences in the SWRs applicable to each case (see Table 30). The

higher the SUR the lower is the R/R. This means that the regional poli

makes the project appear more attractive than the nationa l ;

benefits of the migrants and their families are valuied in the m n

while only the cos t of increased migrant consumpt ion. i acco c For in to

latter case (in addi-t.ion to the foreign exchange cost of re a ) S

the consumption cost is not accounted for with efficiency pricing, the R/R

with social pricing is below the R/R for efficiency pricing in the case of

the national policy. For the regional policy option the efficiency SWR lies

between those of Case I and Case 2, and accordingly the efficlency R/R also

has an intermediate value.

1/ The slight difference between the R/R for efficiency pricing -d the RI/R o
the original project appraisal is caused by two offns-eting fcor th w
SWR in the former case tends to raise the R/R, while the lower imp licit SER
'ends to lower it. On balance these two effects almost cane each ot her



'ie Th1ir d hi.±Lihwa9m l

86. Dea ~ T ird lghway Priojeit the ivory Coast Cons (a) Ith

(197 3-(7 ) g rnthen i o ut i1 kmt. o paved co uding

partia L ron ig n and wiening ; (c) the construction of th brid;- t

Bcubo river; and (d) the study of ur infra r too e
1/

Ab idjan. Ony th i r vst of these four components is reviwewed he It in

turn consists of two separate parts, a maintenance program, and a betterment

program. As far as one can tell from the original appraisal repor, no

shadow pricing was used, neither with respect to foreign exchange nor with

respect to labor.

8/. In the present exercise ail domestic costs are converted into

foreign terms by applying the standard conversion factor. Ti a simpi-

fication; in a full appraisal it would be preferable to use border prices

for all tradeables and to decompose all non-tradeables. Here, however,

decomposition stQpped at the local and foreign cost componentL shown in thc

original appraisal report. The latter are already expresseI a e

since all tariffs were netted out from the imported inputs.

88. On the benefit side, the savings in vehicle operating costs, which

in the appraisal report are expressed as private benefits in domestic term",

have to be translated into the numeraire, i.e., uncommitted forcign exiha;o

in the hands of the government. The reduction in operating costs, consisting

mainly of reduced fuel, oil, and tire use and in reduced automobile deprecia-

tion, provides a saving to the government in terms of foreign exchange

_/ The foreign exchange component of the two programs combined amounted to
51.3% of total project cost (cf. Report No. PTR-115a, p. 17),



equivalent , ere I is j domestic (tax In inv )c

of saving., ad s th proportioin of cost sOvings notedi I

component in vehi1 operat E costs ln addit ion, om( ii s 1 t ()1

increase is rneto resln S ro th rdcco i !a

the associated increase in private disposable income. Th e o i in

in consumption may e expressed as S(6 - D/v), if we ass1 f a

increases in di inp) UICme are eatuly conJ I L(Mi. sumld, and 1 ki

savings are dit r but according to the exis L tng income distr i iu tiOn in the

country. WNhether these two assumptions are acceptable will be review, ed in

some more de tai i beI ow (paras . 91- 92 ) . Combi n ing th iese e e.

foreign exchange savings to the government and (net) consumpt 1o costs, ie

total benefit in any year may be formulated as follows:

B = S(I-t) - SQ - D/v) = S(1 - t - - D/v)

89. From pre-appraisal data it was established that the average value
2/

for t in the Ivory Coast is 0.229. P was previously estimated as 0.84

(para. 24). This leaves the determination of D/v. D was st imated as 0.91

where n = 0.5 (i.e., Case 1) and 1.0, where n = 1 (i.e., Cs 2 e .

The value of v is 2.5 in Case 1 and 1.7 in Case 2 (para., 60) Mul tiplying tie

estimated value of savings in private vehicle operating costs (S) with

(1-t-+D/v) so obtained gives the benefit streams for the two cases. Tle

benefit stream on the basis of efficiency pricing is identical to that

1/ Using (1-t) to obtain S in foreign exchange terms, it is implicitly assumedthat S consits only of imported commodities. This should be close toactual fact.

2/ SETEC, Ivory Coast Transportation Survey, Vol. I, General Report, Phase 1,July 1969.



pres en t ed in the or in Ba araisa1.

90. heR rothese various cost and becf it ctre arC

shown in Talc 33

T 33 tfroHihay Pro ject: Rates of Ret ccn
(in %)

a teace Wor

Case 1 37. I -17

Case 2 100 26.2 8.5

Efficiency 100 61.2 10

Bank Appraisal > 50 50.0 2

It suggests that the maintenance component of the project rema.is clearlv

acceptable under all value judgement combinations here considered; TC

betterment component, however, becomes non-acceptable for Case iacsmp-

tions (n = 0.5, CRI = 5%), although it remains acceptable undeCe 2

assumptions (n = 1.0, CRI = 5%). Since we concluded earlier (para

that Ivorian government value judgements are closer to Case I

works appear at best marginal and probably should be dropped rc a .

However, before accepting this conclusion we should reconsider the t assucp-

tions made in Para. 88 above concerning the income distribution ipact and

private sector savings behavior.

91. First, the above estimation assumed that the effects; of reduced

operating costs were spread such as to leave the existing income distribution

unaffected. A full project appraisal should try to determine project bee-

ficiaries in greater detail than can be done here; but as a first step,



it might be a e at, Since iroad improvements under Ti Mgh-

way Pro t predem inantLy in the rural sector oF th counory, the

Cost ssoo di u m theo n)Of na a

has a per c pita c ption f Roe 75% of the average n d c'

be estimated frmi Taiboe I o the Annex. For 1, whr

1.15. Using this vaLue the bnefi t stream can b i ox re1ompu

change in beneficiaries aies ti internal ratc of r Fur iso rLK--d i ro

-1.7% to 10.7 %, i.e, a project which originally Was not ac giveln

Case 1 value judgemnt becomes ac(eptable with the revised ases to

who benefits from the project. The proper specification of the distribiutiona!l

impact of a project can therefore be vital to its acceptabilit., especiallv

when it is on the borderline and when a large proportion ofx -hb
1/

to the private sector.

92. Second, the assumption was made above that no pa rt of the ic

in disposable income resulting from lower operation cos ts w-iU b oed

Especially since these benefits were assumed to be dist ributd pn

to the beneficiaries have a positive marginal propensity to save,

equal to the marginal propensity to save out of dispos able incmx in he

private sector. The data available in the Bank economic report ot pri

an estimation of this parameter, but the CPP predicts an overall domest

marginal propensity to save out of GDP of 18% for 1970-75. If we assure that

the private marginal propensity to consume is lower than that of the public

1/ This raises of course the Jarcer cuestion of how to assess exondire
benefit distribution.



1/
ef it For o: o i savng by privato i 1 ry,

one e nn n r p benefit streanm. For Case 1 of the het ermnut works

the rate of return, inceased from -1.7% to 4.6% and the proc

shows that the correct specification of the private sector savings pronpensity

may have an importnt ipct on tho rate of return to a pro , i a

wnhre a siigifican propor n o t ei isre

The Cocoa Pr et 970

93. The project consists of the new planting of about 19,000 ha. of

cocoa and the rehabilitation of about 38,000 ha. of cocoa no t in full

production. Since the economic anaLysis of both components is essnt0iaIly

identical, only the new planting is here reviewed. The pr o j ect is carried

out on small family forms and includes provision of improved seeds; credit

to farmers for seasonal inputs and equipment and the cash required For hirl

labor; extension services; training facilities; warehous; v S;

prospecting and survey and a study for a second phase cocoa planting program.

New planting (and resulting cocoa production) proceeds in four s s

cycles, starting at yearly intervals during the Firs!tfour yearo

with 3,790 ha. in the first year, an additional 4,820 ha. in the e

4,900 ha. in the third, and 5,320 ha. in the fourth. The or~iinal project

appraisal justified the project on the grounds of substantial forIan i

earnings and increases in incomes of participating farmers. The economic

1/ The annual benefit may then be defined as: B = S (1-t) - S(1-s)(i-D/v)
where s is the private marginal propensity to save. Note that this
formulation assumes that private savings is as valuable as public income.



rate of return, witho sh pricn of labor or Loreig ec g, was
1/

es t imated 20% fr he new p. ntation component.

94. h roj t svovs prite and public costs ,IA its

T1he priva arm h C t-in

labor, plus the opportun ity cost of fore gone income through the ; ymen

of family labor in the proje ct. The 1armr'sr benits n

of his products at the governnt nrL l le pie Puli 1, iICt

of the government's initiai project costs and i-s subseucnt s rat ive

costs; public benefits result from the difference between the price ch

the government pays the farmers for their product and the price i hib the

2/

government can sell the product on the world market. Further compl ications

are that the government provides the farmers with subsi dies during the year

of planting and extends credits to them to cover on-farm co.ts dlring the

initial years of the proejct, to be repaid later.

95. In order to evaluate the sectoral costs and benefits, o' should

assess the resource costs and benefits to the country resultiig fFrom the

project, as well as the costs and benefits arising from the in

tion change. The resource cost consists of the sum o! prliva i I

expenditure on project inputs (including imputed family labor cos ), modiied

by the appropriate conversion factor to express them in terms

exchange. The consumption cost (or benefit) consists of the changei

1/ For further details, cf. IBRD Report No. PA-41a; the projecr appraisal
is also reviewed and partially reprinted in Gittinger, Economic Analvsis
of Agricultural Projects, John Hopkins Press for IBRD, Baltimore 1972.

2/ The Government benefits may actuall- he further srnlit sre 5 crt
from the export tax, which go to the central government directlv, and the
receipts of the CSSPPA (a price stabilisation fund), a public agency.



o the f er t assmn that AlgTina propensty to sv e

multipl bthe a p i 1 we h I , i a e, i -, r) Q

credit payments and rp ayments need noL be further specii ip0u

formulation of the problem: The rs-orc o otat mi

citly into account by valuing the entire private- or cot

(even though partially paid for by a government transfer); crit paymnent s

and repayments are accounted for in tho effective chlang ia Ino t h0e

private sector and heince in the ensuing (net) coisumpt ost t

1/
ment in terms of government income.

96. Following this approach one can convert the cost .an ei accounts

of the original appraisal into the torms required by the new metho o On

the benefit side, the sale of cocoa produced by the project is alradIy

evaluated at border prices and needs no adjustment. On the cost side, h

the original input data have to be transformed into border prices; as

previously, the adjustment is made by taking the foreign ex omn

at full cost since all import tariffs have been subtracted Fr m impo
2/

inputs. Imputed family labor cost is converted into foreign ters yI sip le

1/ Note thiat here as in the previous cases, strictly speakingcs t1 ru
component has been netted out, while the distortions of domestie from
border prices due to quantitative restrictions have not e allowed o
The implicit assumption is therefore that none of the inputs are subject
to quantitative restrictions.

2/ The proportionality factor of domestic cost in total cost used for this
purpose is 56% for public, and 44% for private costs (derived from the table
on p. 15 of Report No. PA-41a); it is purely accidental that th-se two
figures add up to 100%.



the valou of n! pro jet inputs regardless of whet her they arc pa d for b

ie pulic or ae i0te sctor. The original project ippiji A iniW

costs as including credit element, but not of first year subsidies these

therefore have to b add here to private on-farm s, da

aOtal resource c .

97, Computarion of the consumption cost (and benefit) associated with

the project is complicated hy the fact that the original appraisal does

not specify the expected number of participating families, t nu r of

beneficiaries. Nor does it set up an overall income accoot for to fAilY

unit which may he used to compute the changes in income per head. Instead

all computations are set up on the basis of per hectare uni cost and

benefits. Consequently, a number of intermediate steps must be Vaken to

derive the consumption cost of the project. But first, to faciiiace this

derivation, assume that the government keeps the farm family's income

(with the project) from failing below the income which the famiy could

earned without the project, by applying an appropriate sb a credi
1/

policy during the initial years of the project. In other wrs the family

has a constant incrme up to the point where the cash returns fro the pro ece

begin to exceed the sum of on-farm costs and the opportunity cost of famiY

I/ For greater detail converning the implications of this assumption, see
Linn, p. 127. Note that in a full appraisal a carelul specification
of the farm family budget in line with actual government subsidy and
credit policy would be necessary; it could show that during the first
years of the projects the farmers actually experience a drop in their
total income with the projgct, as compared to a situation without the
project.



lab b rt t ad andh.

susiie gin,: -a r yam adcnupion rises W h th in1Creas e

in net cash revenue Thi increase in family income can then )e (erived

from the per hdat in the appraisal rei a 1 1

the aprasa reot ao

98. Step I comutes tie number of family workers assocated witth a

hectare o - project l-nd. Assung nhat the enie i -

each of the f prodquction cycles), the total nmbe of fi adi rs

per hectare is derived by dividing the per hectare famil labor ost Fo r

1/

that year by CFAF 6,500 i.e., the ainnual per worker Labor cost. This

one finds that. in year 2 0.529 family workers are assoc'ated ;Lh the

project per hectare. Step 2 derives the number of family members per hectare

involved with the project, assuming that the ratio of family worers to

2/

family mem bers is 2.5/6=0.4t7. Hence the number of amil m mber o er

hectare of project land is 0.529/0.417 = 1.269. Stem 3 cmputn e p

capita value of net private profits for each year, by dividiig the per

iectare net private profit figure by 1.269. All this assume mpiitly

that the size of the family varies in proportion witoh the se' h m

which appears justified in the case of the Ivory Coast, where "lnd i thill

community boundaries is allocated to farmers by the Chiefs accordig to

each family's labor potential." (IBRD Report No, Pa-4ia). Ste cmpuls

the value of the distribution parameter for the increases in incomc each -y ear

using the national average consumption level (CFAF 68,141) and he without-

project per capita income (CFAF 26,042) as benchmarks for -omparisor.

1/ Derived as CFAF 250 per day for 250 days per year.

2/ This ratio is based on information provided in the EmpojpreI Repori

p. 29, for the average rural family.



SWepD5 the cmu ( - d/v) for each of the four planting 'vles, whero

,,equals n.84, and v is Set equal to 2.5 in Case I and equal on .7 Kn Case 2.

multiplying Lotal :a net private profits by the appropr ae weight d/v)

Sten 7 obtaiis total c oumpt c os for each year bv ma c l

four cycles.

99. The economic rate of return can then be computed n terms of

efficiency prices; and the social rate of return on the basis of social

prices, including co nsuMon costs Two cases are here considerd: Case I

(n-0.5 and CRI=O0%) and Case 2 (n=1.0 and CRI=7.5%). Since for the tee

cases the value of (K - d/v) differs, different consumption cost streams are

obtained. Note that the consumption cost stream for Case i is positive,

i.e., the change in consumption results in a cost to society expre in

terms of uncommitted foreign exchange in the hands of the goverment, while

for Case 2, consumption costs are negative, i.e., the increase in consumption

is valued as a benefit to society. The reason the changes of he viiue of

(U -d/v) is positive in the former, but negative in the latter. Q ner

words, for the low value of n and the high value of v (Case 1) the beei-

ciaries of the project lie above the critical consumption Ivel, -Ml the

lie below this level in Case 2, when n takes on the higher value ad w the

lower value, respectively.

100, Table 34 summarizes the rate of return results for the two cases of

social pricing, for efficiency pricing, and for the original project appraisal.



Case i 21, 3 74

BankApp a sa 19 9 01

1e rate of return in the original appraisal is lower tha mn th Ah

efficiency pricing since the original project appraisal did not a rc

foreign exchange, as is effectively done in the case of the e (and

social) pricing. Comparing for the social returns with th A returns,

one finds that Case 1 yields a lower return, due to the positv ca pi

cost; while Case 1 yields a higher return, due to the cauppen hceJi

(i.e., negative consumption costs). Relative to the ARI, however, both social-

returns are more favorable than the efficiency return, since h Wfi s

which are not retained by the government accrue to a rel at

of the population.

101. The impact of social pricing on the project r rn S not very

large, given the assumptions made here concerning the (t o

Two factors in particular contribute to reduce the impact of the consumtim

cost element: First, the assumption that consumption does not change during

the initial project years, but is effectively maintained by the government

at its pre-project level, reduces the weight of changed consumption, beginning

only with the sixth year, more detailed knowledge of the actual tm p rath of



n! -ai ns ad ose in 0 cina gtgv a different otu oe Second

dmore gnr y, consuption os is quite sensitive to e nt

X'7. lue of d' na s r, a d e Ti t:I i res

evels of is. our par ticuIar assupton

coIsumpLion costs tobeeits) are reLa tively small, because he

d/v is fairly close to the value of In e

happen to be c'lose l the critical consumption level at whisnt

values pulic and a private income and consumption equaly. In that case

social pricing does not produce significant differences as compaed with

efficiency pricing, where a priori all benefits and costs v cd q

However, a more detailed project appraisal might conclude thaL h bnei iaie

are actually better (or worse) off than here assumed, in which cae sociai

pricing would pro qui te different results from those oo ei v i

102. The calcuilations presented in this exercise can only b aen a

an indication of the kind of information required by the proje nmst

for his social pricing computations. They should not be amod

with sufficient degree of accuracy for actual project a

may not be too difficult to determine the income and 1csumpi ei

expected changes therein resulting from the project in greter d I t a

was here p5ossible. More detailed work than presented here db g

of the project economist also in the derivation of the border pric c quivaen

1/ In fact it may be argued that it would be good practice to makeuh
computations in any case. It may be important for the sucoes or failure
of a project to what degree the private farmer incurs losses initial 1.
which he may find difficult to sustain; or to what degree he is faced
with risks, due to initial losses, which lie may not want to shoud r, thu
resulting in unwillingness to participate in the project. In tIe abs of
calculations or private cost and benefit streams on a per capiLa basis andrelative to non-project related income, Bank project appraisals in thepast have had no factual basis for judgement in this respect



of project costs. The method used here throughout is acceptable only as

a first a;r ximation for a desk study. Since the project economist

disposes of more detn'led cost dataa can ascertain border priu d :e!t

in the fl during the appraisal mission or have them ascertained by the

consultants) this should not cause particular problems.
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